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ISBN: 978-1-40196-198-5

Pub Date: 11/05/2021

RRP: £20.99

Format: 229 x 152 HB

BIC/Subject: Rehabilitation: Brain & Spinal
Injuries; Popular Medicine & Health; Self-Help &
Personal Development

Extent: 304 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: USA

Previous Titles: 
My Stroke of Insight, Viking, 2008, 978-0-67002-
074-4; My Stroke of Insight, Hodder, 2009, 978-
0-34098-050-7

WHOLE BRAIN LIVING
The Anatomy of Choice and the Four
Characters That Drive Our Life

JILL BOLTE TAYLOR

A new paradigm for understanding the brain'sA new paradigm for understanding the brain's
hemispheres and using their interaction to makehemispheres and using their interaction to make
us happier and calmer in every area of our lives.us happier and calmer in every area of our lives.

DESCRIPTION
Discover how to tap into the present moment, shift out of anxiety
and gain a sense of deep inner peace by understanding the brain's
two hemispheres.

At age 37, Harvard neuroanatomist Jill Bolte Taylor suffered a massive
left-hemisphere stroke that took away her ability to speak, walk, read,
write or remember any of her life - and gave her an unprecedented,
profound experience of dwelling in the right hemisphere and the sense of
oneness and peace to be found there. Her recovery led to her writing the
New York Times bestseller My Stroke of Insight, being named one of
Time Magazine's Most Influential People in the world and delivering one
of the top talks of all time at the world-renowned TED conference.

Dr Jill closed her famous TED talk by stating that we have the power to
choose, moment by moment, who and how we want to be in the world.
Since she uttered those words in 2008, she has received hundreds of
thousands of emails from people asking for a specific set of directions on
how they too can choose a peaceful mind-set. Whole Brain Living, Dr
Jill's answer to that question and her response to those pleas for help,
has been eagerly awaited for over a decade.

Drawing upon up-to-the-minute brain science as well as a wealth of lived
experience, Dr Jill will show you how you can tap into the right here, right
now of your right hemisphere to relieve stress and gain the inner peace
Jill describes in her TED Talk. Your brain holds the key to choosing who
and how you are in each moment.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Her first book, My Stroke of Insight, spent 63 weeks on the New York
Times bestseller list. Nearly 500k copies of her book have been sold
worldwide.
• Dr Jill's TED Talk catapulted her into the public eye. It has been viewed
over 25 million times.
• Dr Jill was chosen as one of TIME Magazine's '100 Most Influential
People in the World' and Oprah Winfrey made her the premiere guest on
her 'Soul Series' webcast. Later, Oprah devoted an entire hour-long
television show to another interview she did with Dr Jill and also optioned
the rights to make a full-length feature film based on her life and first
book.
• Dr Jill is a dynamic and much sought-after speaker who often receives
invitations to speak, be interviewed or serve as a resource. Known for
her easy-going comfort with audiences of all sizes, she infuses her
presentations with humour, fascinating content and engaging stories.

AUTHOR BIOG
Dr Jill Bolte Taylor is a Harvard trained and published neuroanatomist
who experienced a severe haemorrhage in the left hemisphere of her
brain in 1996. It took her eight years to recover completely, after which
she wrote My Stroke of Insight: A Brain Scientist's Personal Journey.
Her book spent 63 weeks on the New York Times nonfiction bestseller
list. www.drjilltaylor.com
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OTHER
TITLES

ISBN: 978-1-78817-587-6

Pub Date: 18/05/2021

RRP: £12.99

Format: 216 x 135 TPB

BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice; Mind,
Body, Spirit

Extent: 256 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex USA,Can

Author Lives: Glastonbury, UK

Previous Titles: 
Light Is the New Black, Hay House UK, 2015,
978-1-78180-501-5; Rise Sister Rise, Hay House
UK, 2016, 978-1-78180-733-0; Work Your Light
Oracle Cards, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-
78180-995-2; The Starseed Oracle, Hay House
UK, 2020, 978-1-78817-288-2

LETTERS TO A STARSEED
Messages and Activations for Remembering
Who You Are and Why You Came Here

REBECCA CAMPBELL

Rebecca Campbell offers readers an illuminatingRebecca Campbell offers readers an illuminating
guide to understanding their soul and discoveringguide to understanding their soul and discovering
why it chose to incarnate at the moment it did.why it chose to incarnate at the moment it did.

DESCRIPTION
Tap into the cosmic nature of your soul, discover your purpose
and commit to being here on Earth with author of The Starseed
Oracle, Rebecca Campbell. 

Letters to a Starseed asks the biggest questions that mystics and
philosophers through the ages have been asking: What is the soul,
where did it originate and why have we chosen to come here at this
time? As a planet, we are waking up to the fact that the ancient
prophecies and warnings from the elders and wise ones are no longer
predictions, but our waking reality. We are living them right now. What we
do now matters to the future of this planet. And we all have a role to play.
Do you remember why you have come?

We are living in a time between myths and stories, and are currently re-
weaving the fabric of life on Earth. Throughout this book, Rebecca
shares insights and experiences illuminating the connection between our
souls, the Earth and the cosmos, to encourage you to commit to your
incarnation, embrace your human experience and plant yourself here.

Part guide, part activation and part encouragement, Letters to a
Starseed will help you to uncover your cosmic origins, be more present
to your life and remember why you chose to be here now at this pivotal
stage of human history.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Rebecca has a large, devoted following of 170k email subscribers,
55.6k Facebook followers and 109k Instagram followers.
• The cover will make this book very gifty and 'Instagrammable'. It will
also tie in well with The Starseed Oracle packaging.
• Rebecca is a hugely popular Hay House author. Her books and card
decks have sold over 111k copies globally since 2015.
• Rebecca is well connected to high profile authors and her last book
Rise Sister Rise (9781781807330, 07/10/2016) was endorsed by
Gabrielle Bernstein, LeAnn Rimes, Kyle Gray and Megan Watterson.
• Letters to a Starseed is perfect for fans of The Starseed Oracle and is
the best companion for those seeking guidance on the soul's journey.

AUTHOR BIOG
Rebecca Campbell is a world-renowned teacher on living a soul-led life.
She is the bestselling author of Light Is the New Black and Rise Sister
Rise, creator of The Starseed Oracle, and a devotional conceptual artist
dedicated to weaving the soul back into everyday life. Her four steps to
living a soul-led life have transformed the lives of hundreds of thousands
of people around the world. www.rebeccacampbell.me
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OTHER
TITLES

ISBN: 978-1-78817-477-0

Pub Date: 13/04/2021

RRP: £12.99

Format: 178 x 127 + flaps 4-col TPB

BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice; Mind,
Body, Spirit: Meditation & Visualisation

Extent: 304 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Author Lives: Northampton, UK

Previous Titles: 
Good Vibes, Good Life (Gift Edition), Hay House
UK, 2020, 978-1-78817-476-3; Good Vibes,
Good Life, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-78817-
182-3

HEALING IS THE NEW HIGH
A Guide to Overcoming Emotional Turmoil
and Finding Freedom

VEX KING

Wisdom that will inspire you to overcome traumaWisdom that will inspire you to overcome trauma
and find the most powerful 'high' there is: theand find the most powerful 'high' there is: the
high of inner healing.high of inner healing.

DESCRIPTION
Achieve genuine inner healing, let go of past trauma and find
clarity, resilience and freedom with #1 Sunday Times bestselling
author Vex King.

Vex King developed inner healing techniques to help him find freedom
from his troubled past and heal his emotional pain and trauma. Since
then he's helped hundreds of thousands of people to move forward on
their own healing journey. In this book, Vex provides an experience of
healing through the layers of the self using yogic principles and unique
practices. These techniques are simple, accessible and have the power
to produce exceptional results. They include:

· Working with your body's energy
· Exploring and raising your inner vibration
· Creating positive relationships
· Exploring your personal history and rewriting limiting beliefs
· Uncovering your true self and reigniting your fire

Taking charge of your inner healing is one of the greatest acts of self-
love. By committing to this process and raising your vibration, you'll
create space to welcome more joyful experiences into your life.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Vex has seen major success with his previous book, Good Vibes, Good
Life (9781788171823) with sales of over 500k copies worldwide. It was a
#1 Sunday Times bestseller and has been in the Sunday Times
bestseller charts for 46 weeks (as of 7/1/2021) and the Amazon non-
fiction bestsellers list for 34 weeks.
• Vex has a large, loyal following of 719k Instagram followers, 104k
Twitter followers and 55k Facebook followers.
• Vex is has many high-profile connections and is followed by Iskra (4.6m
followers), Deliciously Ella (2m followers), Montana Brown (1.3m
followers) and Ella Eyre (486k followers)
• Vex has featured on podcasts including Happy Place with Fearne
Cotton, Extraordinary People with Katie Piper, Deliciously Ella with Ella
Woodward and Ctrl Alt Delete with Emma Gannon.
• This book is full-colour with stunning illustrations by digital artist and
graphic designer Kate Warinsky.

AUTHOR BIOG
Vex King is the #1 Sunday Times bestselling author of Good Vibes,
Good Life, a social media content creator and a mind coach. As a major
voice in the world of personal development, Vex shares deep spiritual
knowledge in a way that's easy to understand, with stories from his own
life, great inspirational quotes and practical solutions. vexking.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40196-023-0

Pub Date: 27/07/2021

RRP: £21.99

Format: 229 x 152 HB

BIC/Subject: Entrepreneurship; Sales &
Marketing; E-Commerce: Business Aspects

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: USA

Previous Titles: 
Launch, Morgan James, 2014, 978-1-63047-017-
3

LAUNCH
New Secrets to Engineering Massive
Success with the Product Launch Formula

JEFF WALKER

From the creator of the Product Launch Formula,From the creator of the Product Launch Formula,
a new edition of the #1 a new edition of the #1 NYTNYT bestselling guide bestselling guide
that's redefined online marketing.that's redefined online marketing.

DESCRIPTION
FROM #1 NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR - the only guide you'll ever
need to achieve online marketing success. With new chapters
offering fresh information, you'll find all the insider tips in one
place.

Praise for Jeff's previous book, Launch: 'This book is invaluable, and
Jeff is the modern marketing savant the world has been waiting for.' --
Brendon Burchard, #1 New York Times bestselling author

In Launch 2.0, Jeff brings his definitive guide up to date with the latest
developments and hot topics in the rapidly changing world of online
marketing, reflecting both the ways the landscape has shifted and the
ways his own teaching has evolved.

The core of the book is Jeff's signature Product Launch Formula, which
breaks down every step in the process of launching a product or
business - no matter how humble the budget. Readers will find:

· Guidance for everything from a Seed Launch, which starts completely
from scratch, to mega JV Launches that can bring in millions in a matter
of days
· New chapters offering fresh insight into live launches, paid traffic, social
media and more
· New case studies from clients Jeff has coached to success in the past
five years, many of them household names

Whether you have an existing business you're ready to scale, or you're
preparing to start one, Launch 2.0 is your up-to-the-minute key to
engineering massive success.

SALES AND MARKETING
• The first edition of Launch created the must-have road map for online
marketing success and reached #1 on the NYT list.
• Jeff's Product Launch Formula is a proven, step-by-step process that
shows exactly how to launch a product, right down to which blog post to
release when and what to say in every email.
• These tools apply to any type of business in any industry. Jeff's
thousands of students have made over $1bn in launches using PLF.
• Jeff will promote the book through his email list, 160k Facebook fans
and 33k YouTube subscribers.
• Through his Mastermind, LaunchCon and other networking platforms,
Jeff is well known - and highly regarded - in the entrepreneurial space
and connected to countless influencers who will support the new book.

AUTHOR BIOG
Jeff Walker has literally transformed the way products and services are
sold online. Along the way he's become one of the top entrepreneurial
and marketing trainers in the world. Today, his Product Launch Formula
has made million-dollar (and multi-million-dollar) launch days almost
routine. www.jeffwalker.com and www.productlaunchformula.com
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OTHER
TITLES

ISBN: 978-1-40196-287-6

Pub Date: 23/03/2021

RRP: £29.99

Format: 232 x 190 4-col HB

BIC/Subject: Complementary Therapies, Healing
& Health; Spirit Guides, Angels & Channelling;
Popular Medicine & Health

Extent: 496 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: USA

Previous Titles: 
Medical Medium, Hay House UK, 2015, 978-1-
78180-536-7; Medical Medium Life-Changing
Foods, Hay House UK, 2016, 978-1-40194-832-
0; Medical Medium Thyroid Healing, Hay House
UK, 2017, 978-1-40194-836-8; Medical Medium
Celery Juice, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-
40195-765-0; Medical Medium Liver Rescue,
Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-40195-440-6

MEDICAL MEDIUM
Secrets Behind Chronic and Mystery Illness
and How to Finally Heal

ANTHONY WILLIAM

The revised and expanded edition from The revised and expanded edition from New YorkNew York
TimesTimes bestselling author, Anthony William. bestselling author, Anthony William.

DESCRIPTION
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Medical
Medium series, a revised and expanded edition of the book that
started a health revolution.

Anthony William, the one and only Medical Medium®, hands you the truth
about healing. He has helped tens of thousands of people heal from
ailments that have been misdiagnosed or wrongly treated. He's
accomplished this by listening to a divine voice that tells him what is at
the root of people's pain or illness.

What Anthony does is decades ahead of scientific discovery. His
methods achieve spectacular results. In this revolutionary book, he gives
readers access to all that he has learned in over 25 years of bringing
people back to full health. You will discover:

· the root causes of diseases that medical communities either
misunderstand or fail to understand at all.
· all-natural solutions for dozens of illnesses.
· how to heal from illnesses including diabetes, adrenal fatigue, chronic
fatigue syndrome and more.

Beyond the body, Anthony brings his wisdom to bear on soul, heart and
spirit, offering readers unique insights on how to find inner peace and live
longer, healthier, enriched lives.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Anthony has a large, engaged following. He has 3.5m Facebook
followers, 2.6m Instagram followers, 216K YouTube subscribers and
117K Twitter followers.
• This is a revised, expanded edition. Much of the new information in
Medical Medium has never appeared anywhere before.
• Although Anthony is not a doctor, many of his clients are medical
doctors who turn to him for help in solving their most difficult cases - and
a prominent doctor has written the foreword: Dr Alejandro Junger, New
York Times bestselling author of Clean.
• Anthony has endorsements from expert authors including Dr Alejandro
Junger; Ann Louise Gittleman, creator of the Fat Flush Plan; and Kris
Carr, as well as numerous screen stars.

AUTHOR BIOG
Anthony William was born with the unique ability to converse with a
spirit who provides him with extraordinarily accurate health information.
His accuracy and success rate have earned him the trust and love of
thousands worldwide. He has also become an invaluable resource to
doctors. www.medicalmedium.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-676-7

Pub Date: 20/07/2021

RRP: £13.99

Format: 229 x 178 TPB

BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice; Mind,
Body, Spirit

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Author Lives: New York

AFRICAN GODDESS INITIATION
Sacred Rituals for Self-Love, Prosperity, and
Joy

ABIOLA ABRAMS

A book of actionable self-love and self-careA book of actionable self-love and self-care
rituals, ceremonies and celebrations based on therituals, ceremonies and celebrations based on the
goddesses of the African diaspora and blackgoddesses of the African diaspora and black
people around the world.people around the world.

DESCRIPTION
Consider this to be an initiation into your own power - it is time to
shine and realise that you are powerful, fearless and wonderfully
made. 

Imagine being able to welcome ancient African goddess magic into your
daily life to dissolve your fears, limiting beliefs and shadow blocks. In this
book, Abiola Abrams shows you how the principles of conjuring in African
traditions can help you to become the person you were born to be.

When Africans were kidnapped and brutally brought to 'The New World',
they hid their deities and rituals in stories of saints, angels and legendary
characters. From Egypt to South Africa, Cuba to indigenous Australia,
their names were chanted: Yemaya, Odudua, Erzulie, Ala, Isis and Maat
among others.

Each chapter of the book is dedicated to an African goddess. You will
learn about the deity, how to invoke and honour her energy, and how she
honours you. In addition to an accompanying declaration, there will be a
self-love, self-care or manifesting ritual related to each goddess.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Abiola Abrams is a new and necessary voice. She grew up steeped in
pan-African spiritual, healing and empowerment practices and has a
unique diasporic perspective. There is an audience who is hungry for her
work as a spiritual teacher, writer, speaker and media personality.
• Abiola has a loyal following of 23.4k YouTube subscribers, 20k Twitter
followers, 13.2k Instagram followers and 12.7k Facebook followers.
• Abiola was set to have her biggest retreat ever at the Omega Institute.
Although that event was cancelled because of the pandemic, they have
invited her back for 2021, and she will coordinate that event with the
publication of this book.
• Abiola has been featured on the Discovery Channel and BBC as well as
in Essence magazine and online at DailyOm.com and Match.com. She
has taught at a number of organizations and institutions, including
Dropbox, Cornell University and London's College of Psychic Studies.
• Interest in African spirituality is on the rise. Stars like Beyoncé are now
embracing and paying tribute to sacred feminine power and African
deities in their work: 'Ankh charm on gold chains, with my Oshun
energy...' - 'Black Parade' by Beyoncé.

AUTHOR BIOG
Abiola Abrams is a self-worth midwife, spiritual success mindset coach,
motivational speaker and founder of Spiritpreneur Academy. She wrote
The Sacred Bombshell Handbook of Self-Love, which won best self-help
book at the African American Literary Awards. She has been featured on
the BBC and has taught at London's College of Psychic Studies.
www.womanifesting.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-567-8

Pub Date: 20/07/2021

RRP: £12.99

Format: 216 x 135 TPB

BIC/Subject: Tribal Religions; Mind, Body, Spirit;
Family History, Tracing Ancestors

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Author Lives: Hawaii, USA

WOMAN BETWEEN THE WORLDS
A Call to Your Ancestral and Indigenous
Wisdom

APELA COLORADO

Apela Colorado shares her knowledge andApela Colorado shares her knowledge and
experiences of indigenous wisdom and promotesexperiences of indigenous wisdom and promotes
a connection between the indigenous and moderna connection between the indigenous and modern
world perspectives.world perspectives.

DESCRIPTION
A ceremonial journey to reconnect with the essence of indigenous
spirituality, and awaken to the beauty, power and potential of this
wisdom in contemporary society.

Apela Colorado, the inspirational authority on indigenous wisdom, works
internationally to preserve the knowledge of indigenous elders from
around the world. In this book, she will take you on a journey back in time
to reconnect with her ancestors, open a door to indigenous wisdom and
healing and reclaim a Creation story for the future.

She shares her experiences as a Native American woman growing up in
rural Wisconsin, who stepped out of her tribe to become one of the first
Native American women to study at Harvard. Her passion for the
indigenous way of life leads her to travel the world, meeting indigenous
elders and setting up projects to connect indigenous wisdom with the
modern world.

This powerful book contains a unique and magical glimpse into the minds
of those elders and will inspire us all to reconnect more closely with our
own ancestral wisdom.

'Apela is the original and world leader in trying to bring together
indigenous and modern Western perspectives' - Brian Bates, author and
former Chairman of Psychology, University of Sussex, UK

SALES AND MARKETING
• Apela is a close friend and co-teacher with Caroline Myss, who has
endorsed the book. Andrew Harvey will also be endorsing the book.
• Apela is one of the best, most experienced authorities on this subject.
She founded the Worldwide Indigenous Science Network (WISN) in 1989
as well as the world's first accredited doctoral program in Traditional
Knowledge at the California Institute of Integral Studies (CIIS).
• In her capacity as WISN President and Director, Apela has arranged
and presided over meetings with many tribal elders, making her one of
the best-connected authorities on indigenous wisdom in the world,
earning the recognition, cooperation and trust of indigenous healers and
elders worldwide.
• This book will appeal to readers of the New York Times bestseller
Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer (ISBN: 9781571313560;
RTD: 250K)

AUTHOR BIOG
Apela Colorado PhD is a member of the Oneida tribe and is a traditional
cultural practitioner. She received a BA, an MSc and then a Doctorate in
Social Policy from Harvard. In 1989, she founded the Worldwide
Indigenous Science Network (WISN), a forum that promotes consensus,
collaboration and cooperation between experts of Western and
indigenous knowledge in conservation and education programmes and
alternative resource development. www.wisn.org
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-562-3

Pub Date: 11/05/2021

RRP: £12.99

Format: 210 x 150 PPC

BIC/Subject: Astrology; Mind, Body, Spirit; Self-
Help & Personal Development

Extent: 240 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Previous Titles: 
Written in the Stars, Headline, 2018, 978-1-
47226-064-2; Debbie Frank's Cosmic Ordering
Guide to Life, Love and Happiness, Penguin,
2007, 978-0-14103-089-0

WHAT’S YOUR SOUL SIGN?
Astrology for Waking Up, Transforming and
Living a High-Vibe Life

DEBBIE FRANK

Renowned astrologer, Debbie Frank, shares howRenowned astrologer, Debbie Frank, shares how
to use astrology for personal development -to use astrology for personal development -
discover how your soul was destined to grow,discover how your soul was destined to grow,
develop and evolve in this lifetime.develop and evolve in this lifetime.

DESCRIPTION
Astrology is the ultimate power tool for self-development,
empowerment and healing - learn to decode your birth chart and
reveal your soul's mission for incredible personal growth.

Are you ready to connect with your soul, find out who you truly are and
discover who you are destined to be?

The magic of astrology flows through every aspect of our lives - from our
work and relationships to our inner power and creative inspiration -
leaving signposts, messages and guidance to assist us on our soul
journey. What's Your Soul Sign? will show you how to recognize these
messages and empower you to join all the dots within yourself, meet your
soul tribe and become the best YOU possible! 

Drawing on her decades of experience as a world-renowned astrologer,
Debbie Frank will show you:

- How to interpret your 'soul signs' - the positions and soul intentions of
the planets and aspects in your chart
- The connection between the cosmos and your life through your angles
- How the nodes can reveal our soul path and soul connections with
others
- Why your soul is here at this moment and what your life purpose is 

Your birth chart is a sacred map encoded with the information you need
to find your true purpose, raise your vibration and transform your life.

'Debbie has had an amazing career reading charts for clients, helping to
'unlock their cosmic potential and take control of their destiny'. And she
has had great success in doing so.' - Tatler magazine

SALES AND MARKETING
• Astrology is a hugely popular topic. Searches for 'birth chart calculator'
have risen on Google by 80% in the past 12 months and '2020 astrology'
has risen by 4,100% (Google Trends)
• Debbie has established herself as an authoritative figure in astrology
and has worked with celebrities, CEOs and royalty.
• Debbie has written horoscopes and columns for some of the UK's
largest publications including the Daily Mail online, Sunday Express,
Hello, InStyle, Sunday Mirror and Daily Mirror. She is also a frequent
guest astrologer on BBC Radio 2's Steve Wright Show.
• Debbie has many millennial influencers as her clients, proving that her
approach to astrology appeals to one of our main target audiences.

AUTHOR BIOG
Debbie Frank is a world-renowned Master Astrologer with decades of
experience in sharing, teaching and providing life-healing to her personal
clients, celebrities, CEOs and royalty (she was Princess Diana's personal
astrologer from 1989 onwards). She is also the weekly astrology
columnist for Hello magazine. www.debbiefrank.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40196-092-6

Pub Date: 06/04/2021

RRP: £23.99

Format: 232 x 190mm 4-col TPB

BIC/Subject: Traditional Medicine & Herbal
Remedies; Complementary Therapies, Healing &
Health; Sex & Sexuality, Sex Manuals

Extent: 384 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: USA

APHRODISIAC
The Herbal Path to Healthy Sexual Fulfillment
and Vital Living

KIMBERLY GALLAGHER

The co-founder of LearningHerbs, the world'sThe co-founder of LearningHerbs, the world's
largest herbal education website, blendslargest herbal education website, blends
personal stories with recipes and empoweringpersonal stories with recipes and empowering
practices to help people live more sexuallypractices to help people live more sexually
fulfilled and vital lives.fulfilled and vital lives.

DESCRIPTION
Plants are the great healers of the Earth: they can soothe,
empower and most importantly, support healthy sexuality.
Discover how they can help you become sensually alive and live a
more vibrant life.

This gorgeously illustrated book will bring you into a relationship with
herbs for sexual empowerment, helping you live more confidently,
creatively and joyfully.

Kimberly Gallagher is co-founder of LearningHerbs, one of the largest
herbal education websites in the world. She combines her extensive
knowledge with personal stories from her community to offer an
authoritative and vividly personal guide to the aphrodisiac properties and
sensual uses of dozens of flowers and herbs, from kava to elderberry to
fenugreek. Each plant's characteristics are fully explained in a detailed
monograph and supported with practices and recipes for putting it to use
- such as Hawthorn Cordial, Rose Massage Oil and Cardamom
Chocolate Mousse Cake.

Find out how to feel more confident, creative and joyful and learn how to
share your unique personal gifts with the world. Aphrodisiac is an
essential resource if you wish to live a more empowered, fulfilled life.

SALES AND MARKETING
• As co-founder of LearningHerbs, Kimberly has strong credentials in the
world of herbs and is well known to devotees of herbal lore and wellness.
• Kimberly has an email list of 200K, 368K Facebook followers and 169K
Instagram followers. She will be promoting her book across these
platforms.
• Kimberly's book will sit in a strong list alongside other successful titles
authored or supported by LearningHerbs - Wild Remedies
(9781401956882) and Alchemy of Herbs (9781401950064).
• Kimberly expects endorsements from stars in the herbal field, including
Rosemary Gladstar, as well as a foreword, from such authors and
teachers as Regena Thomashauer, David Deida and Margot Anand.

AUTHOR BIOG
Kimberly Gallagher is a herbalist who has been working with healing
plants for over 20 years. She is co-founder with her husband, John
Gallagher, of LearningHerbs, the largest online herbal education website.
For many years, Kimberly has been actively exploring healthy sexuality,
which involves the power of sexuality for healing and erotic energy as
source energy for creative, vital living. www.learningherbs.com
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THINK INDIGENOUS
Native American Spirituality for a Modern
World

DOUG GOOD FEATHER AND DOUG PINEDA

A guide to integrating indigenous thinking intoA guide to integrating indigenous thinking into
modern life for a more interconnected andmodern life for a more interconnected and
spiritual relationship with our fellow beings,spiritual relationship with our fellow beings,
Mother Earth and the natural ways of theMother Earth and the natural ways of the
universe.universe.

DESCRIPTION
Think Indigenous will help you to find your purpose in life, connect
with your own indigenous roots and ancestors and remember that
all beings are divinely connected.

With each generation, we have drifted further and further away from our
ability to recognize and connect with the source of our original design. In
this modern world, we spend our attention in ways that benefit the
powers that be, and not ourselves or the earth.

Think Indigenous centres around three concepts:

· The way of the seven generations: conscious living.
· The way of the buffalo: mindful consumption.
· The way of the village: collective impact.

Author Doug Good Feather, with Doug Pineda, shares the knowledge
that has been handed down through his Lakota elders to help you
connect with your purpose in life, find your personal power and discover
your place in this interconnected web of Spirit, Mother Earth and
humanity as a whole.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Spirit Horse Nation, the organization that Doug Good Feather and Doug
Pineda founded, has over 40K Facebook followers.
• Lakota Way Healing Center, of which Doug Good Feather is the
executive director, has over 13K Facebook followers.
• Books on indigenous wisdom are currently trending, with Braiding
Sweetgrass (9780141991955, 23/04/2020) selling over 284K copies.
• The environmental protection aspect of both the book and the
organization will appeal to a wide range of readers, including millennials.

AUTHOR BIOG
Doug Good Feather is a full-blooded native American Lakota, born and
raised in the traditional indigenous ways of his elders on the Standing
Rock Indian Reservation in South Dakota. He is a direct descendant of
Grandpa Chief Sitting Bull. He is the executive director and spiritual
leader of the Lakota Way in Colorado and the co-founder of Spirit Horse
Nation. www.spirithorsenation.org

Doug Pineda is an entrepreneur, spiritual leader and environmental
freedom fighter. He is a co-founder of Spirit Horse Nation, an
organization that brings the ideas of conscious living, mindful
consumption and collective impact to the forefront of human
consciousness.
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Previous Titles: 
Wings of Forgiveness, Hay House UK, 2015,
978-1-78180-472-8; Raise Your Vibration, Hay
House UK, 2016, 978-1-78180-510-7; Light
Warrior, Hay House UK, 2017, 978-1-78180-852-
8; Connecting with the Angels Made Easy, Hay
House UK, 2018, 978-1-78817-208-0; Angel
Numbers, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-78817-
347-6

DIVINE MASTERS, ANCIENT WISDOM
Activations to Connect with Universal
Spiritual Guides

KYLE GRAY

A new and fresh guide to the Ascended MastersA new and fresh guide to the Ascended Masters
and how to work with them for greater peace andand how to work with them for greater peace and
connection.connection.

DESCRIPTION
Discover new tools and wisdom to connect with the enlightened
Ascended Masters, and receive their guidance, healing, protection
and support on your spiritual path.

Bestselling author Kyle Gray offers the first new guide in several years
that looks at the Ascended Masters and explains how they can bring
healing to the Earth, the cosmos and your life. The Ascended Masters
are enlightened souls who once walked the Earth (or other planets) and
continue to offer their emotional intelligence and spiritual teachings to the
world. You may already know some of them - Mary Magdalene, Buddha
and Jesus - but did you know there are many more, and that they are
here to support you on your spiritual path? In this book, you will discover:

· Many Ascended Masters, from Quan Yin to Saint German and Gaia to
the Divine Director
· A short history of the Masters and how they ascended for the greater
good of humanity
· How to call upon the Masters for spiritual protection, to remove
blockages and to open up to powerful spiritual connections
· What the Council of Light and Etheric Retreats are, and how you can
access their wisdom for healing, guidance and connection

Kyle shares many powerful exercises and tools - such as Sacred
Geometry visualizations, affirmations and meditations - to help you
increase your awareness and raise your consciousness.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Kyle has a large and loyal following of 107.5k Facebook followers, 92k
Instagram followers and 22.8k YouTube subscribers.
• Kyle's latest title, Angel Numbers (9781788173476, Nov 2019) has sold
12.5k copies worldwide. Raise Your Vibration (9781781805107, March
2016) has sold 42.7k copies worldwide.
• Kyle can count on endorsements from Gabby Bernstein, Robert Holden,
Rebecca Campbell, Meggan Watterson and Dr Christiane Northrup.
• Kyle is a popular speaker. He hosts and appears at various events
each year, including Writer's Workshops, his own Angel workshops and
other Hay House events - all of them hugely popular.

AUTHOR BIOG
Kyle Gray is quickly becoming the world's leading angel teacher. He
dedicates his life to helping other people connect with the angels through
his workshops, talks and his online Angel Team. He is the author of
seven books and co-creator of four oracle card decks.
www.kylegray.co.uk
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Territorial Rights: World
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Previous Titles: 
I Heart Me, Hay House UK, 2015, 978-1-78180-
184-0; It's The Thought That Counts, Hay House
UK, 2008, 978-1-40191-629-9; The Five Side
Effects of Kindness, Hay House UK, 2017, 978-
1-78180-813-9; How Your Mind Can Heal Your
Body, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-78817-149-6

WHY WOO WOO WORKS
The Science behind Crystals, Reiki and the
Things That the Age of Reason Tried to
Quash

DAVID R. HAMILTON PHD

David Hamilton, PhD, bestselling author andDavid Hamilton, PhD, bestselling author and
expert on the mind-body connection, offersexpert on the mind-body connection, offers
evidence for why some of the most popularevidence for why some of the most popular
alternative healing methods shouldn't bealternative healing methods shouldn't be
discounted scientifically.discounted scientifically.

DESCRIPTION
Why should we meditate? How can crystals heal your mind and
body? Why is astrology often so insightful? Using scientific
evidence, David Hamilton PhD offers in-depth evidence to prove
why we shouldn't disregard alternative therapies.

With a background in the pharmaceutical industry, David Hamilton PhD,
much-loved author of 11 bestselling books, has been studying the mind-
body connection and the power of thought for years, finding proof of why
and how alternative therapies can work. In his trademark conversational
tone, David explores four subject groups and their modalities:

· Physical: the mind-body connection, how belief affects the body and
meditation
· Emotional: how emotions are stored in your body, the link between
suppressed emotions and disease
· Energetic: reiki and crystals
· Consciousness: prayer, distant healing, astrology and modern scientific
and philosophical ideas surrounding consciousness

Why Woo Woo Works provides scientific proof of why we shouldn't
discount alternative therapies and healing modalities and will turn
sceptics to the bright side!

SALES AND MARKETING
• David has a highly engaged social media following of 32.8K Facebook
followers, 21.9K Instagram followers, and 18.3K Twitter followers.
• David has been featured on Sunday Brunch Live and CBS Sunday
Morning and keeps in touch with Lee Cowan, one of the presenters.
• David is well-connected in the wellness industry. He was featured in the
HEAL documentary and maintains links with the producer and director.
His work has been featured in numerous magazines and newspapers,
including ELLE, Red, Psychologies and on BBC radio and TV.
• David is a popular speaker and appears at 60-100 events a year.
• David regularly writes content for the Born This Way Foundation set up
by Lady Gaga - and is now friends with Lady Gaga's mum!

AUTHOR BIOG
David Hamilton PhD is a writer, columnist, and speaker. He holds a
PhD in organic chemistry and spent four years in the pharmaceutical
industry. www.davidhamilton.com
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A YEAR OF MYSTICAL THINKING
Make Life Feel Magical Again

EMMA HOWARTH

A heart-warming, humorous account of a spiritualA heart-warming, humorous account of a spiritual
seeker's year-long quest for enlightenment.seeker's year-long quest for enlightenment.

DESCRIPTION
Join Emma Howarth on her uplifting exploration of all things
mystical and magical - from sound baths, crystals and spirit guides
to yoga, vision boards, Tarot cards and Reiki.

Do you want to step off the hamster wheel of busy, busy, busy and tap
back into something ancient, wise and meaningful?

At the end of 2017, feeling burned out and broken, lifestyle journalist
turned soul-seeker Emma Howarth decided to go on a year-long quest
for inner peace. During her 12-month journey, Emma tried all sorts of
spiritual practices in a bid to derive more meaning from life. Along the
way, Emma demystifies the world of new age practices and helps readers
to find the practice that will bring new meaning and joy to their lives.

Emma set herself the challenge of fitting at least one mystical adventure
around her normal ordinary life each month. The result was a year that
changed everything. A year that turned frantic chaos into life in the slow
lane. A year of magic and moonlight and pink sky sunrises. A year
fragranced with incense and burning herbs (that sometimes smelled
suspiciously illegal).

Each month Emma introduces a new spiritual practice, with practical,
actionable tips - from how to create the perfect vision board to living by
the phases of the Moon. Follow Emma's journey as she connects with
spirit guides in February, obsesses over astrology in July and learns
about Reiki in November...

Written with humour and curiosity, A Year of Mystical Thinking shows us
that we don't need to fly to Italy, India or Bali to have an adventure and
find inner peace - there's plenty of magic right on our doorstep.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Emma is Glamour UK's monthly horoscope columnist and has excellent
media contacts and connections. She can utilize these when promoting
her book and possibly get some endorsements from high-profile figures.
• This book is the perfect introduction to the spiritual world for those who
are curious about all things mystical.
• Emma's writing style is warm, humorous and accessible. This book will
appeal to a wide, mainstream audience.
• This book is a fresh millennial approach to bestselling books such as
The Battersea Road to Enlightenment (9780747553182).

AUTHOR BIOG
Emma Howarth is a lifestyle and travel writer, and also Glamour UK's
monthly horoscope columnist. She was an in-house editor at Time Out,
where she wrote and edited guides to Tokyo and Paris, and titles
including The Little Black Book of London, Parties and London for
Londoners. She was contributing and digital editor at Smallish magazine
and her work has appeared in publications including The Guardian, The
Telegraph, Metro, Project Calm and Reclaim. She's also a Tarot card
reader and Reiki practitioner who runs down-to-earth guided Moon
meditation events. www.mysticalthinking.com
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LIVING GRIEVING
Using Energy Medicine to Alchemize Grief
and Loss

KAREN V JOHNSON

Shamanic energy teacher Karen Johnson writesShamanic energy teacher Karen Johnson writes
with both hope and compassion to help readerswith both hope and compassion to help readers
see grief as a journey of transformation.see grief as a journey of transformation.

DESCRIPTION
'The owner's manual for embracing grief with courage and
transforming it into wisdom, to discover the ultimate and lasting
gift of joy.' Alberto Villoldo PhD, world-renowned shamanic
teacher

Before Karen Johnson experienced grief, it never occurred to her to see
it as a journey of transformation or to allow herself to grow into the state
of living with the wisdom of grief. She had to figure it out by herself. It
was a lonely path of self-discovery that was not mainstream and not
accepted.

Karen didn't think she could ever find her way out of despair, but she
found a process that worked, a sacred journey and map, and she wants
to share this with you. She wants to show you that we can embrace
death to ultimately bloom and grow into a better version of ourselves.

Living Grieving is structured around practices that are part of the Four
Winds Medicine Wheel as developed by Alberto Villoldo PhD. In each
chapter, Karen blends her personal story and meaningful experiences
with each direction of the Medicine Wheel, offering exercises related to
each of the four practices.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Karen teaches online shamanic energy medicine with the Four Winds
Society, which was founded by acclaimed shamanic teacher Alberto
Villoldo, and has a worldwide shamanic energy medicine practice. She
has taught shamanic energy medicine for five years to hundreds of
students from all over the world.
• The Four Winds will support the book at launch. They have an email list
of 100K subscribers, 143K Facebook followers and 9.3K Instagram
followers.
• Unlike other books on grief, Living Grieving takes readers on a unique
hero's journey through transition, resurrection and rebirth using the four
directions of the medicine wheel and 16 practices that allow readers to
embrace their grief and mourning, and build a new life using the energy
medicine and wisdom of grief.
• After her son's death from an overdose, Karen Johnson found a spiritual
practice in shamanic energy medicine with the Four Winds Society and
discovered how to build a new life out of the ashes of her old one in a
way that honoured her son's memory. Those lessons she learned are at
the core of this book.

AUTHOR BIOG
Karen Johnson is a retired federal administrative law judge and has
practiced criminal and energy law for over 30 years. She is a former
hospital administrator and Fulbright Scholar. She is also a former US
Army officer, Major, USAR (inactive). www.karenjohnson.net
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AWAKENING YOUR INNER SHAMAN
A Woman's Journey of Self-Discovery
through the Medicine Wheel

MARCELA LOBOS

A powerful debut following shamanic teacher,A powerful debut following shamanic teacher,
Marcela Lobos's journey in this world and theMarcela Lobos's journey in this world and the
world of spirit.world of spirit.

DESCRIPTION
Embark on an archetypal shamanic healing journey to find power
and wisdom through the medicine wheel, and a deeper
understanding of the world of spirit.

Renowned shamanic teacher Marcela Lobos follows the shamanic
journey specifically through the rites of passage and initiation that women
experience. Following the 13 moons of the year and the 13 stones of the
Andean medicine wheel, this book will guide you on a healing journey
alongside Marcela's own as you grow in wisdom with each turn of the
wheel.

From her war-torn childhood to her complicated relationships, her training
with the shamans of the Andes and the Machi of Chile to her life today as
a teacher and medicine woman, Marcela's story will give you real-life
context for each stone, each moon and each step on this ancient and
archetypal journey. Marcela is the wife of Alberto Villoldo, and together
they travel throughout the United States and Europe, teaching the
wisdom of the medicine wheel.

Through healing, deepening of understanding, transformation and
embodiment, you will learn to walk the medicine path to find and unleash
your power and inner beauty.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Marcela has a loyal, engaged email list of 200k.
• Marcela is a respected, well-connected teacher of shamanic wisdom.
She is a senior teacher at The Four Winds Society, founded by her
husband, Alberto Villoldo, which offers the world's most extensive training
in energy medicine. She co-hosts programs in Chile at their retreat
centre, Los Lobos Sanctuary.
• Shamanism as a topic is permeating the mainstream. Marcela's
authenticity as a teacher and practitioner make her an expert in this field.
• This book explains how the shamanic wisdom journey applies to the
modern person. Marcela uses practical examples and personal stories to
reveal the milestones of the Andean Medicine Wheel so that readers can
embark on their own conscious journey.

AUTHOR BIOG
Marcela Lobos has been initiated in the healing and spiritual traditions
of the Amazon and the Andes. She was born and raised in Chile, where
she leads expeditions and works with women shamans who belong to a
matriarchal society that still holds the wisdom and passion of Mother
Earth. www.marcelalobos.com
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UNBLOCKED
A Revolutionary Approach to Tapping into
Your Chakra Empowerment Energy to
Reclaim Your Passion, Joy, and Confidence

MARGARET LYNCH RANIERE AND DAVID
RANIERE, PH.D.

A practical, step-by-step programme for healingA practical, step-by-step programme for healing
the four lower chakras - the empowermentthe four lower chakras - the empowerment
chakras - using EFT/tapping.chakras - using EFT/tapping.

DESCRIPTION
Many of us carry around pain and grief from traumas we've
experienced in the past. Unblocked offers a pathway to
empowerment and healing by freeing up your blocked chakra
energy.

This book will take you through 12 distinct healing processes (3 for each
of 4 lower chakras - root, sacral, solar plexus and heart - which Margaret
calls the foundational or 'empowerment' chakras) and includes dozens of
effective, proprietary and sought-after scripts she developed based on
the data she's collected over more than a decade of work with thousands
of clients. Harvard-trained psychoanalyst Dr David Raniere shares a
medical perspective and provides commentary and exercises to help
integrate the healing experience. 

By working with these chakras and the energy blocks that affect them,
you will clear away self-doubt and inaction, and embrace joy, courage
and passion.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Bestselling author Dawson Church will write the foreword.
• There will be links to videos of Margaret tapping through all the healing
processes in every chapter.
• Margaret's joint-venture partners, including many bestselling authors
and leaders in the personal-development industry with large mailing lists,
will promote Unblocked. They include Nick Ortner, Deepak Chopra,
Arielle Ford, Christian Michelson, Evolving Wisdom and Marci Shimoff,
among others.
• Margaret runs many courses and webinars which always sell out within
weeks of being offered. She also recently appeared in the Hay House
Energy Healing Masterclass as host of all four webinars and is a 10-time
presenter at the Tapping World Summit.

AUTHOR BIOG
Margaret Lynch Raniere is an author, speaker, personal development
coach, trainer and owner/CEO of a million-dollar online business
dedicated to sharing her unique blend of transformational healing. She
has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, Boston Globe, Miami
Herald, Houston Chronicle, and San Francisco Chronicle, and on NBC,
ABC, CBS, FOX and CNN. www.margaretlynchraniere.com

Dr David Raniere is a psychologist and psychoanalyst who uses EFT in
clinical practice. He is on the faculty at Massachusetts Institute for
Psychoanalysis and William James College. He has served as the
clinical director and director of training at the Boston Institute for
Psychotherapy and currently maintains a private practice in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. www.davidranierephd.com
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MOTHER HUNGER
How Adult Daughters Can Understand and
Heal from Lost Nurturance, Protection, and
Guidance

KELLY MCDANIEL

A guide to help women heal from 'Mother Hunger',A guide to help women heal from 'Mother Hunger',
an attachment wound formed in infancy and earlyan attachment wound formed in infancy and early
childhood that interferes with bonding.childhood that interferes with bonding.

DESCRIPTION
Trauma counsellor Kelly McDaniel helps women break the cycle of
destructive behaviour by taking a hard look at childhood trauma
and its lasting impact.

An insatiable need for love. Periods of overeating or starving. A pattern of
unstable and painful relationships. Trauma counsellor Kelly McDaniel
has seen these traits over and over in clients who are hurting themselves
with cycles of harmful behaviours - and are unable to stop.

Many of us find ourselves stuck in unhealthy habits simply because we
don't see a better way out. In Mother Hunger, Kelly destigmatizes the
shame that comes with being under-mothered and offers a path to
healing, with powerful tools including therapeutic interventions and
lifestyle changes to help establish boundaries and have healthy
relationships.

The constant search for mother love is heart breaking and shame-
producing, but it can be largely solved by understanding what we are
missing. Mother Hunger demystifies the search for love and provides the
compass that each woman needs to end the struggle.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Kelly is a trusted expert in her field. Her work is being used to treat
women in various programmes and facilities throughout the US, including
The Center for Healthy Sex in Los Angeles (CHS mailing list: 30K).
• Since 2015, McDaniel has offered customized, one-on-one, trauma-
informed intensives. She has a steady stream of clients attending and a
waiting list for 2020.
• There is a growing interest in attachment theory. Attached
(9781529032178) has sold more than 280K copies since its release in
2012.
• This book has a unique concept and title. McDaniel is the first clinician
to name 'Mother Hunger' as an attachment injury and explore the
repercussions of bonding.

AUTHOR BIOG
Kelly McDaniel, LPC, NCC, CSAT is a licensed professional counsellor
and author who specializes in treating women who experience addictive
relational patterns. Kelly teaches workshops and speaks to audiences
nationwide about 'Mother Hunger'. She is a frequent podcast guest and
her ground-breaking work is being used at several treatment centres
around the country. www.kellymcdanieltherapy.com
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THE LAW OF POSITIVISM
Live a Life of Higher Vibrations, Love and
Gratitude

SHEREEN OBERG

A book for anyone who wants to heal and thriveA book for anyone who wants to heal and thrive
through creating thoughts, emotions andthrough creating thoughts, emotions and
relationships that are empowering andrelationships that are empowering and
meaningful.meaningful.

DESCRIPTION
Discover how to raise your vibration and heal from past traumas
by cultivating positive thoughts, self-love and acceptance. It's time
to reshape your life and the world around you.

In this empowering book, Shereen Oberg dives deep into how we can
create more positivity in our lives, releasing fears, worries and negative
emotions in order to raise our vibration and reach a state of inner
gratitude and abundance. Shereen's aim is to raise the collective
vibration of the world through her teachings. She shows us how to raise
our own vibration, feeding the world with positivity - something that is
needed more than ever during an unstable time of worldwide healing and
recovery.

Through Shereen's well-established Law of Positivism philosophy, she
will demonstrate that deep healing and transformation come from giving
attention to past wounds and traumas to truly come to terms with who we
are and find the ultimate self-love and acceptance.

In the pages of this powerful guide, you will learn:

· How to cultivate healthy, meaningful relationships
· The ways that you can heal your wounds from the past
· How to stop having negative thoughts about yourself and your life
· The art of creating healthy boundaries
· How to reverse any negative programming that has hurt your mental,
emotional, physical or spiritual health

The Law of Positivism will teach you how to fully blossom into the
positive, free, blissful soul you were born to be!

SALES AND MARKETING
• Shereen has a large following of 366k Instagram followers.
• Shereen created the Law of Positivism Instagram account to provide a
platform where we could shift our focus away from the negative tone of
the media and back to creation, the light and the positive side of life.
• Shereen shares deep insights into creating health and vitality on all
levels and gives tools and practical exercises that readers can start
working on immediately, without needing to sacrifice time and effort.
• Shereen's interest in healing led her to study Traditional Chinese
Medicine and Acupuncture, as well as Western Medicine. She integrates
tradition and healing with physical and nutritional knowledge.
• Shereen has collaborated with various podcasters and YouTubers,
including the Flourishing Goddess YouTube channel (47.4k subscribers).

AUTHOR BIOG
Shereen Oberg is a certified yoga and meditation teacher, Reiki III
practitioner, doula and the creator of the Law of Positivism Instagram and
podcast. She is of Kurdish descent and has lived in Sweden since she
was a child. www.lawofpositivism.com
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CONNECTED FATES, SEPARATE
DESTINIES
Reclaim Your Destiny Using the Principles of
Family Constellations Therapy

MARINE SELENEE

An insightful, practical and compassionate primerAn insightful, practical and compassionate primer
on the Family Constellations philosophy and itson the Family Constellations philosophy and its
core principles that will inspire and empowercore principles that will inspire and empower
readers to take ownership of their lives.readers to take ownership of their lives.

DESCRIPTION
Find out how to use the core principles of Family Constellations to
understand your family, break free from destructive familial
patterns and write your own story.

Family Constellations begins with the premise: it did not start with me.
Rather than focus on childhood conflicts, as so much of traditional
therapy does, it focuses instead on how historical traumas reverberate
through what it calls a "family system". Family Constellations posits many
of us become "entangled" with the unhappiness of those who came
before us, unconsciously adopting destructive familial patterns of anxiety,
depression, failure and even illness and addiction in an attempt to "redo"
the past and "fix" our families. In this book, you will learn how to:

· Recognize family system patterns and disrupt them
· Heal the inner child and parent the adult self
· Release limiting beliefs and behaviours
· Dissolve trauma bonds that entangle you with the past
· Reconcile the past and the present, for a whole and integrated self
· Arrive at a place of personal peace within the family system
· Craft future-facing narratives that empower them to live authentically

Affirmations and exercises punctuate every chapter, created to help you
actively engage with and experience the benefits of Family Constellations
in a concrete and real way, for deep healing and lasting change.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Marine trained with Mark Wolynn, director of The Family Constellation
Institute in San Francisco, and Suzy Tucker, one of the co-founders of
the Bert Hellinger Institute, NY (Hellinger is the creator of Family
Constellations therapy). She will ask them to support this book.
• Marine will use her story and those of her clients to illustrate the
principles of Family Constellations as well as include exercises and
affirmations to help the reader on their journey.
• Marine has been an "In GOOP Health" Ambassador since Summer
2019, which means that she is part of the community of experts and
thought leaders featured on the GOOP site (700K subscribers) and at "In
GOOP Health" conferences. She has performed Family Constellation
therapy in-house at GOOP and will leverage that relationship for features
across their platforms.

AUTHOR BIOG
Marine Sélénée was born in Brittany and raised in Paris. She earned
her certification as a Family Constellations facilitator at the Bert Hellinger
Institute, under the mentorship of Suzi Tucker, as well as Mark Wolynn in
Miami. Since 2014, she has had her own Family Constellations practice.
www.marineselenee.com
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CONSCIOUSNESS RISING
Guiding You through Spiritual Awakening and
beyond

NICKY SUTTON

Nicky Sutton offers this transformative guide toNicky Sutton offers this transformative guide to
spiritual awakening, giving advice on manifesting,spiritual awakening, giving advice on manifesting,
meditating and moving through any challengingmeditating and moving through any challenging
parts of the journey from awakening to rebirth.parts of the journey from awakening to rebirth.

DESCRIPTION
A compassionate guide to the process and challenges of spiritual
awakening, from breakthrough and enlightenment to finding
peace, balance and connection with your higher self.

Many of us are seeking - consciously or unconsciously - truth, inner
peace, love, greater understanding or a profound connection to all that
is. Sometimes tumultuous life events, such as a breakup, bereavement,
accident or illness, cause a spontaneous shift within us that we're not
prepared for.

In this book, spiritual and meditation guide Nicky Sutton breaks down the
stages of a spiritual awakening and leads you full circle on your journey
from awakening to rebirth. You'll find:

· transformative exercises to connect with your true self
· activating practices such as soul retrieval, inner work techniques,
intuitive development and manifesting to progress on your journey
· support and reassurance that you're not alone through real-life stories
of others' spiritual revelations
· advice on how to move through the more challenging aspects of this
inward journey

Whether your awakening is challenging, blissful or something in
between, this book can support you through awakening to a place of
peace and joy.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Nicky's meditation and spiritual guidance videos on YouTube attract
many views and she has a large, established audience of over 180k
subscribers on YouTube. Her approach to spirituality is compelling and
will appeal to many readers.
• The market is flooded with books on spiritual tools, but there is a need
for an entry-level title that explains the steps of a spiritual awakening and
how this can change your life.
• Nicky's style lends itself well to online courses, live events, meditation
audios and Summit lectures. Her voice and presence are soothing and
connect instantly with her audience.

AUTHOR BIOG
Nicky Sutton is a meditation and spiritual guide whose YouTube videos
have been viewed over 12 million times. Having found little support
during her own spiritual awakening, Nicky now devotes herself to offering
knowledge and resources to others undergoing the same transformation
towards higher consciousness. www.nickysutton.com
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Previous Titles: 
Why the Dalai Lama Matters, Atria, 2008, 978-1-
58270-220-9; The Tibetan Book of the Dead,
Bantam, 1993, 978-0-55337-090-4; The Jewel
Tree of Tibet, Atria, 2005, 978-0-74325-762-6;
Infinite Life, Riverhead, 2004, 978-1-57322-267-
9; Infinite Life, Riverhead, 2005, 978-1-59448-
069-0

WISDOM IS BLISS
Four Friendly Fun Facts That Can Change
Your Life

ROBERT THURMAN

Robert Thurman explores reality through theRobert Thurman explores reality through the
teachings of Buddha, drawing on Buddha's ownteachings of Buddha, drawing on Buddha's own
experience, and leads the reader to discover theirexperience, and leads the reader to discover their
own path of learning.own path of learning.

DESCRIPTION
'Robert Thurman is a living treasure, one of today's most
provocative spiritual thinkers.' Daniel Goleman, author of
Emotional Intelligence

Robert Thurman, the pre-eminent scholar and interpreter of
Tibetan Buddhist philosophy for the modern world, leads us on a
joyful exploration into the nature of reality through Buddha's
threefold curriculum of "super-education."

'Buddha had to be an educator, rather than a prophet or religion founder,
since he had achieved his goal of exact and complete understanding of
reality by using reason, experiments to open his own mind, and vision to
do so,' Thurman writes. 'From his own experience, he could help [others]
as a teacher by streamlining the process. He could not just transplant his
realization into their minds. They could not get their own realizations just
by believing whatever he said. He could only provide them with a
prospect of full realization along a path of learning and experiencing they
could follow - they would have to travel on their own.'

This book is your invitation to travel that same road. Deeply felt and
bracingly direct, it doesn't teach about the teaching - it is the teaching.
Get ready to get real, and have fun along the way, as you chart a path to
reliable, lasting happiness.

SALES AND MARKETING
• New book from an eminent teacher. Readers and scholars alike will be
eager for Thurman's first new trade book in years.
• Brings the philosophy of Tibetan Buddhism vividly to life for real people
in the real world. Thurman explores the nature of reality in a way that's
bracingly direct and accessible. The book doesn't just talk about the
teaching; the experience of reading the book is the teaching.
• Robert Thurman is the president of US Tibet House. The organisation
has 22K Facebook followers, 21K Instagram followers and 11K YouTube
subscribers.

AUTHOR BIOG
Robert Thurman is Professor of Indo-Tibetan Buddhist Studies at
Columbia University as well as Co-Founder and President of Tibet House
US/Menla in service of HH Dalai Lama and the people of Tibet. A close
friend of the Dalai Lama's for over 50 years, he is a leading worldwide
lecturer on Tibetan Buddhism, passionate activist for the plight of the
Tibetan people, skilled translator of Buddhist texts and inspiring writer of
popular Buddhist books. www.menla.org
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AVILLOLDO UNTITLED ON THE
MEDICINE WHEEL
ALBERTO VILLOLDO

Alberto Villoldo presents a guide to the shamanicAlberto Villoldo presents a guide to the shamanic
teachings of the Andean medicine wheel.teachings of the Andean medicine wheel.

DESCRIPTION
Internationally renowned shamanic teacher and bestselling author
Alberto Villoldo presents a brand new, insightful guide to the
shamanic teachings of the Andean medicine wheel.

The teachings of the Medicine Wheel have existed from the beginning of
time. Today, however, we are creating new paradigms of shamanism
while utilising the momentum of the past.

In this book, Alberto Villoldo draws upon his 40 years of experience
working with indigenous healers and teachers to offer a guide to
understanding the shamanic teachings of the Andean medicine wheel.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Alberto is one of the world's foremost experts in shamanic healing,
leading courses, workshops, retreats and expeditions across the world.
• Villoldo has a loyal audience that has followed him from book to book.
He has 100k+ email subscribers and more than 200k+ Facebook
followers on his pages.
• This guide makes indigenous wisdom teachings available to all readers.
Insight and ideas will capture the reader's imagination and inspire them to
live their lives differently.
• Alberto's previous titles have sold very well. For example, Grow a New
Body has sold 36.5K copies.
• Alberto is planning to promote the book through his extensive mailing
list and social-media platforms, including The Four Winds Society, which
consist of engaged audiences interested in shamanism.

AUTHOR BIOG
Alberto Villoldo trained as a psychologist and medical anthropologist
and has studied the healing practices of the Amazon and the Andean
shamans. Dr Villoldo directs The Four Winds Society, where he trains
individuals in the US and Europe in the practice of shamanic energy
medicine. www.thefourwinds.com
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THE GUARDIAN GATEWAY
Working with Unicorns, Dragons, Angels,
Tree Spirits, and Other Spiritual Guardians

KIM WILBORN

There's more to the spirit world than GuardianThere's more to the spirit world than Guardian
Angels. Connect with your Guardian Unicorns,Angels. Connect with your Guardian Unicorns,
Dragons, Trees and Nature Spirits today throughDragons, Trees and Nature Spirits today through
guided meditations and spiritual exercises.guided meditations and spiritual exercises.

DESCRIPTION
Unleash your soul's purpose through connecting, meditating and
working with your powerful spiritual Guardians, including Angels,
Unicorns, Dragons and more, for guidance, support and fulfilment.

Express your soul purpose while partnering with your spiritual Guardians
and Allies! Kim Wilborn offers guided meditations and exercises to
enable you to feel your connection with the spirit world today and
continue developing your relationships with specific Guardians. As you
continue to work with your Guardians, you'll learn life-expanding,
transformational skills that support you in sharing your gifts with the world
and showing up fully in life as who you are meant to be!

SALES AND MARKETING
• This book offers the unique expansion of a popular topic. Beyond
connecting with your guardian angels, Kim reveals the many other spirit
guardians who are ready to support your life's goals. Readers are guided
through meditations and exercises to connect and work with their spirit
guardians.
• Kim is an experienced host of telesummits. She has created and hosted
16 telesummits on subjects complementary with the book's topic (e.g.,
spirit guardians, spirit animals, crystals, goddesses), each with at least
20 speakers.
• This subject has international appeal. Kim's summits, online courses
and programmes have been attended and purchased globally but are
most popular in the US, Canada, the UK and Australia.
• The foreword has been written by respected spiritual author Dr Steven
Farmer.

AUTHOR BIOG
Kim Wilborn is a telesummit creator and host who also offers online
learning programmes that focus on connecting to spiritual Guardian
energies. She specializes in sharing practical ways to develop
relationships with the spiritual Guardians and Allies that are all around
us. Her driving mission in life is to help people move past their blocks so
they can experience the fulfilment that comes from showing up fully in life
as who we are meant to be. www.guardiangateway.com
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TURN AUTISM AROUND
An Action Guide for Parents of Young
Children with Early Signs of Autism

MARY LYNCH BARBERA, PH.D., RN, BCBA-D

The first book of its kind that calls attention toThe first book of its kind that calls attention to
an important fact: parents can make aan important fact: parents can make a
tremendous impact on their child throughtremendous impact on their child through
behavioural practices taught at home.behavioural practices taught at home.

DESCRIPTION
This practical guide for parents of young children with autism or
developmental delays outlines simple and effective practices for
developing communication, social and behavioural skills.

Developmental delays and signs of autism usually show up before 18
months of age. This book is for parents of young children aged one-to-
five years who are passionate about helping their child as well as
learning how they can return their lives to as much normalcy as possible.

This book introduces a novel approach to teaching children with
developmental delays that uses the science of Applied Behaviour
Analysis (ABA) but marries it with a positive, child-friendly methodology
that any parent can use - whether or not their child has delays - to learn
communication skills and socialisation strategies, as well as tackle sleep,
eating, toileting and behaviour challenges in a positive, effective and
lasting way.

This book will teach parents that they can't afford to wait and empower
them to regain hope and take back control with simple practices they can
implement themselves - even 15 minutes a day - to dramatically improve
outcomes for their children.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Mary has an engaged audience. She had approximately 1 million page
views on her website in 2019 and has an 80K+ strong email list that is
growing at a rate of 3K per month.
• This book will be published in time for Autism Awareness Month in April
as well as World Autism Day also in April.
• With 1 in 6 children diagnosed with a developmental disorder, this book
targets an audience of millions of parents, teachers and concerned
relatives.
• Children who don't have an autism diagnosis can also benefit from the
exercises and strategies in this book. This is also helpful for ADHD, other
delays such as speech delay, sensory processing issues, attention
issues and/or excessive tantrums.
• The book shares the title with one of her courses directed toward
parents of toddlers and pre-schoolers as well as her podcast, which has
more than 170K downloads since releasing weekly episodes starting in
January 2018.

AUTHOR BIOG
Mary Barbera PhD, RN, BCBA-D is an 'Autism Mom', behaviour analyst
and bestselling author of The Verbal Behavior Approach: How to Teach
Children with Autism and Related Disorders, which has sold more than
50,000 copies and has been translated into 13 languages.
turnautismaround.com
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SURRENDER
Break Free of the Past, Realize Your Power,
Live Beyond Your Story

NICKY CLINCH

Transformational coach Nicky Clinch showsTransformational coach Nicky Clinch shows
readers how to break free from self-defeatingreaders how to break free from self-defeating
patterns and step into their authentic power.patterns and step into their authentic power.

DESCRIPTION
What if you need to break down before you can break through?
Find authenticity, growth and freedom through letting go and
coming home to your true self.

We all experience times of turmoil and stress. Perhaps your health isn't
as good as it was, or the relationships you find yourself in are creating
more emotional pain for you than enjoyment. Maybe the job you're in is
filling you with dread and unfulfillment. Whatever you're going through,
Nicky Clinch can help you step out of that cycle of fear, panic and
anxiety.

Alongside thought-provoking questions and practical journaling
exercises, Nicky will remind you that in this world obsessed with 'fixing'
things, there is a pathway towards healing waiting for you. She explains
that it will not always be easy, but you have the power to dissolve your
suffering, heal your life and live with true authenticity and freedom. Within
these pages you will:

· Find out how to get off the 'hamster wheel' of emotional struggle you
keep finding yourself on
· Discover your true state of being, in which you are united, connected,
whole and one
· Embrace your essential nature and your beautiful, constantly growing
mind, body, heart, soul and spirit
· Learn why the present is the only moment where authentic life can flow
· Grow, heal and transform your life so you can start living rather than
just surviving

Come home to your authentic, radiant, empowered self and make this
remarkable life count. What are you waiting for? Freedom is calling.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Nicky Clinch is one of the UK's leading transformational mentors. She is
an experienced speaker and leader and runs her own courses and
workshops every year.
• Nicky is very well connected, with support from transformational
teachers and high profile figures such as Gabor Mate, Dr Jaiya John,
Yaacov Darling, Melissa Hemsley, Brigid Moss and Emine Rushton.
• Nicky is booked to be a keynote speaker at the Recovery Conference in
Albany in October 2021.
• Nicky has launched her own podcast, Soul Surgery, which will create
interest in time for her book launch. She has also featured on podcasts
such as Happy Not Perfect and has been invited to collaborate further
with the founder, Poppy Jamie.
• Nicky has been featured in Red, Psychologies, Metro, The Telegraph,
The Times, Grazia, Sheerluxe and Stylist.

AUTHOR BIOG
Nicky Clinch is a transformational coach, spiritual mentor, entrepreneur
and founder of the Warrior Woman movement. As one of the UK's leading
transformational mentors, it is her purpose in life to empower women to
become their most authentic and aligned selves. www.nickyclinch.com
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WORTH
An Inspiring True Story of Abandonment,
Exile, Inner Strength and Belonging

BHARTI DHIR

The memoir of an African-Asian woman adoptedThe memoir of an African-Asian woman adopted
into a Punjabi, Sikh family, and her story ofinto a Punjabi, Sikh family, and her story of
overcoming racism, sexism, health problems andovercoming racism, sexism, health problems and
escaping Uganda after the expelling of Asiansescaping Uganda after the expelling of Asians
from the country in 1972.from the country in 1972.

DESCRIPTION
This powerful memoir of overcoming abandonment,
discrimination and adversity will inspire you to find strength from
within, nurture your self-worth and shape your own destiny.

Bharti Dhir faced many challenges in her childhood that could have
broken her. As a baby, she was abandoned at a bus stop in Uganda
before being adopted by Punjabi-Sikh parents. Growing up as a biracial,
female child and a refugee, she experienced an insidious chain of racism
and sexism in her community. She remembers the horrific moment in
1972 when Idi Amin expelled Asians from Uganda, and her adoptive
mother refused, at gunpoint, to abandon Bharti as they fled the country.
From these experiences, she learnt to gather strength from within and
fight for her worth and true purpose.

Throughout her struggles, Bharti retained faith in a divine power within all
of us, an unseen force that gives us strength, protects us and loves us
unconditionally. When she developed an incurable skin condition, and
then lupus that nearly killed her at 15 years old, she managed to find her
own path through the fear and prejudice. Years later, now living in the UK
and qualified as a social worker, Bharti adopted a daughter of her own
and found her true purpose. In Worth, she encourages us to reach within
ourselves and embark on a journey to find our own resilience, strength
and self-worth.

In this sometimes heart-wrenching memoir, an uplifting message shines
through: Bharti reminds us that we're all worthy, no matter who we are or
what we've experienced, and that we can lead a full, joyous life, no
matter what it throws at us.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Bharti gives an inspirational message of hope and resilience. She
opens up about her unique struggles, including racism and feelings of
abandonment, but also how she overcame them and how others can use
the same mindset and techniques to overcome their own obstacles.
• Bharti is a qualified social worker in the UK and has years of experience
in coaching and counselling. She has both the personal experience and
professional insight to talk about trauma and PTSD.
• Bharti's incredible true story is a page-turner about overcoming
incredible odds and coming out stronger.

AUTHOR BIOG
Bharti Dhir is a writer and a qualified social worker specializing in child
protection. She was born in Uganda and adopted by an Asian family at a
time when adoption was taboo; the family later fled the country after the
expulsion of Asians in 1972. Bharti now lives in Reading, UK, with her
adopted daughter.
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DECODE YOUR FATIGUE
A Clinically Proven 12-Step Plan to Increase
Your Energy, Heal Your Body and Transform
Your Life

ALEX HOWARD

A practical guide to overcoming chronic fatigue,A practical guide to overcoming chronic fatigue,
adrenaline fatigue syndrome and chronic lowadrenaline fatigue syndrome and chronic low
energy, by a renowned health expert.energy, by a renowned health expert.

DESCRIPTION
Get to the root cause of your chronic fatigue diagnosis and
discover a clinically proven 12-step plan to healing, recovery and
transformation.

Approximately 30 million people suffer from chronic fatigue syndrome,
and 43 per cent of people admit to feeling too tired to function at work.
With post-viral fatigue and chronic fatigue syndrome expected to rise
significantly as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, looking after our health
is more vital than ever. Diagnosing and treating fatigue remains a
mysterious and confusing process, with traditional medical approaches
focusing on managing symptoms rather than understanding and
addressing underlying causes.

In Decode Your Fatigue, Alex Howard, leading expert on chronic fatigue,
guides you through a clinically proven methodology for discovering the
true cause of your fatigue, helps you understand the key steps to
healing, and ultimately demonstrates that recovery is not just possible, it
is the logical outcome of applying the right interventions, in the right
sequence, at the right time.

Alex has dedicated the last 23 years of his life to understanding fatigue.
After suffering from chronic fatigue for seven years as a teenager, he
created The Optimum Health Clinic (OHC), one of the world's leading
clinics specializing in fatigue which works with thousands of patients in
over 45 countries.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Alex had a hugely successful launch for his Trauma and Mind Body
Super Conference, with 185k opt-ins who are now signed up to his
mailing list. He now has a mailing list of 300k.
• Alex is the creator of Therapeutic Coaching and is the CEO of The
Optimum Health Clinic and Conscious Life which has been described as
the 'Netflix of Conscious Living'.
• Alex is well-connected in the health sphere. The Optimum Health
Clinic's reach is global and Alex has links with influencers in the
functional medicine and health space across the globe.
• Fatigue is a global epidemic and one that is often under-diagnosed as
people are driven to achieve more and juggle many balls at all times.
• There is potential for Alex to go on several podcasts to promote his
book - he has personal relationships with some of the top health and
wellbeing podcasters, including Feel Better, Live More with Dr Rangan
Chatterjee, The Doctors Farmacy with Dr Mark Hyman, and Take Control
of Your Health with Dr Mercola.

AUTHOR BIOG
Alex Howard is the creator of Therapeutic Coaching and the founder
and CEO of The Optimum Health Clinic (OHC), one of the world's leading
integrative medicine clinics specializing in fatigue and related conditions,
with patients in 45+ countries. www.theoptimumhealthclinic.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40196-180-0

Pub Date: 16/03/2021

RRP: £19.99

Format: 203 x 152 4-col HB

BIC/Subject: Economics, Finance, Business &
Management; Entrepreneurship; Self-Help &
Personal Development

Extent: 176 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: New York

RISK FORWARD
Embrace the Unknown and Unlock Your
Hidden Genius

VICTORIA LABALME

Think Think Daring Greatly Daring Greatly meets meets The War of ArtThe War of Art::  aa
guide for entrepreneurs to embrace uncertaintyguide for entrepreneurs to embrace uncertainty
and engage their brilliance, using principles fromand engage their brilliance, using principles from
the performing arts to guide their next move inthe performing arts to guide their next move in
work and life.work and life.

DESCRIPTION
Every entrepreneur is in search of inspiration - an innovative idea
to elevate their business. Discover how to embrace uncertainty,
trust your intuition and achieve success.

Presentation strategist and performing artist Victoria Labalme has worked
with over 700 organizations, entrepreneurs running multimillion-dollar
businesses and Hollywood celebrities - and she's found that some of the
most successful companies and creative endeavours didn't start with a
plan or a goal. They started with an idea and figured out the next steps
as they went.

Risk Forward helps you do the same in your own life and work, giving
you the permission not to know exactly where you're heading. Victoria
uses principles drawn from the performing arts to prove that uncertainty
is not the enemy, but a crucial step on the path, and to show that even
when your plans and goals aren't clear, you can follow your curiosity,
interests and ideas forward. You'll learn how to:

· Discover the 'noble intent' behind your work
· Follow 'the idea that leads to the idea'
· Trust your own internal timing
· Listen to others - but not too much
· Defy your category while remaining within it

'Some people in life know exactly what they want to achieve,' Victoria
writes. 'Risk Forward is for the rest of us.'

SALES AND MARKETING
• Victoria Labalme is a gifted speaker invited to keynotes as well as TEDx
events. She also hosts her own Rock the Room Live events for
audiences of up to 30K a year.
• Victoria's clients include C-suite executives at companies like IBM,
Starbucks, Microsoft, PayPal, Polycom, top teams at Fortune 100
companies, Hollywood celebrities, thought leaders appearing on Oprah
and in PBS specials and New York Times bestselling authors.
• Victoria can count on support from leaders in business, the arts, and
more - from Frank Oz and Steven Pressfield to Ryan Levesque, Joe
Polish and Annie Hyman Pratt.
• The challenges of uncertainty are front and centre for countless readers
in these times.

AUTHOR BIOG
Victoria Labalme helps leaders and organizations to awaken their
Hidden Genius and gain competitive advantage to achieve sustainable
growth through a blend of business and art. Victoria is the secret weapon
to genius-level performance at leading brands such as Starbucks and
Microsoft. VictoriaLabalme.com and rocktheroom.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-392-6

Pub Date: 06/04/2021

RRP: £12.99

Format: 210 x 150 + flaps 4-col TPB

BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-Esteem;
Complementary Therapies, Healing & Health

Extent: 176 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: London

THE BOOK OF LIGHT
Illuminate Your Life with Self-Love

NIA THE LIGHT

An empowering guide to embracing your flaws,An empowering guide to embracing your flaws,
celebrating your individuality, knowing your self-celebrating your individuality, knowing your self-
worth and loving your body.worth and loving your body.

DESCRIPTION
Join body positivity advocate Nia the Light on an empowering
journey towards self-love, confidence, individuality and learning to
love yourself, just as you are.

What if you celebrated everything that makes you unique, and embraced
every flaw and imperfection? Nia the Light can help you achieve this.
She knows what it's like to strive to be the perfect daughter, the perfect
friend, the perfect boss. She knows how hard it is to struggle under the
weight of her own expectations. She knows how to help you on this
journey, because she's lived through it, learnt from it and blossomed
because of it.

Nia was an in-demand international model and brand ambassador with a
glorious afro which landed her magazine covers, billboards and
international brand ads. Then, in 2018, surrounded by friends and family,
she cut off her hair. It was a bold move, but it proved to be one of the
most significant days of her life - the day she began her journey of self-
love.

The Book of Light is your travel companion on your own journey of self-
discovery, guiding you every step of the way, from pain to joy and
insecurity to confidence, to help you find your own individuality and
power. Through the guided journaling and self-care suggestions, you too
will learn to love yourself, just as you are.

You have a light to share with the world, and now is your time to shine.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Nia has a global fanbase with 408k followers on Instagram, 18.6k
followers on Twitter, 14.6k followers on Facebook and 96.7k YouTube
subscribers. Her content targets the popular #selfcare trend, which
continues to gather interest.
• This book will appeal strongly to a millennial audience, predominantly
women, interested in self-care, healthy lifestyles, #bodypositivity and
spirituality.
• Thanks to her background in modelling, Nia has fantastic media
contacts. She's been featured in Teen Vogue, Glamour, Dazed, the Mail
Online and more. She will be using these contacts to promote her book.
She is also planning a book tour and numerous talks across the UK and
US.
• The Book of Light shares not just Nia's story towards self-acceptance
and self-love, but offers a variety of self-care tools that readers can use
in their day-to-day life, such as a self-care calendar that helps the reader
build a routine.
• The book will be designed in conjunction with artist Fern Thatcher. This
full-colour book will be highly shareable online.

AUTHOR BIOG
Zimbabwean and British Nia Pettitt, also known as Nia the Light, is an
international model, social media influencer and body positivity advocate
for women everywhere. www.niathelight.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-535-7

Pub Date: 27/04/2021

RRP: £12.99

Format: 216 x 140 PB

BIC/Subject: Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-
Esteem; Self-Help & Personal Development; Mind,
Body, Spirit

Extent: 192 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Author Lives: Canada

CHICA, WHY NOT?
How to Live with Intention and Manifest a Life
That Loves You Back

SANDRA HINOJOSA LUDWIG

This book is an invitation to overcomeThis book is an invitation to overcome
expectations, fears and limiting beliefs, whileexpectations, fears and limiting beliefs, while
remaining true to yourself and your roots.remaining true to yourself and your roots.

DESCRIPTION
For those who feel stuck in life, who don't see a way forward, who
don't believe they deserve to claim their dreams, Sandra Hinojosa
Ludwig has one question: Chica, Why Not?

With this book, she offers you the tools to accept that the life of your
dreams is not only within reach, it is your right.
Sandra grew up in Mexico, where she experienced violence, frustration
and sadness every day. After unsuccessfully chasing happiness in a
corporate career, she found deeper meaning in spirituality and now helps
others to realize their dreams while still being true to themselves and
their roots.

In this book, she guides you through her six-step programme for
manifesting the life you want, addressing career, family, love, wealth and
health. She gently breaks down the most common fears and excuses
people make that hold them back, inviting you to practice self-
compassion as you overcome your own fears and limiting beliefs as well
as outside pressures - including familial and cultural expectations familiar
to those in the Latinx community.

Discover how you can overcome fear, pressure and expectations. What
are you waiting for?

SALES AND MARKETING
• This book gives self-help advice through a culturally sensitive lens. As a
woman who grew up in Mexico, Sandra personally experienced the same
cultural pressures that lead many Latinx people to shun self-help as
'taboo'.
• Sandra addresses concerns specific to the Latinx community, while still
being relatable to a general audience. She gently guides the reader
through the excuses many use to avoid self-improvement, addressing
personal fears, Western societal expectations and pressures that can be
specific to Latinx families and cultures.
• Sandra is a certified life coach, Reiki practitioner, and a certified angel
card reader and offers a non-profit coaching programme through her
Facebook community.

AUTHOR BIOG
Sandra Hinojosa-Ludwig is a Certified Life Coach from the
Transformational Arts College in Toronto, Canada. Through individual
and group coaching, Sandra has connected with women from all over the
Americas, including the United States, Canada, Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, Mexico and Peru. Sandra was raised in Monterrey, Mexico, in
a family where violence was experienced daily. After leaving her
childhood home in 1995, Sandra threw herself into a successful
corporate career that took her to Germany, the United States, the United
Kingdom and ultimately to Canada, where she now resides. Tired from
trying to unsuccessfully chase happiness, she turned to therapy and
spirituality for help, eventually becoming a certified life coach, Reiki
practitioner and a certified angel card reader.
www.sandrahinojosaludwig.com
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OTHER
TITLES

ISBN: 978-1-40196-150-3

Pub Date: 14/09/2021

RRP: £19.99

Format: 216 x 135 HB

BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice;
Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-Esteem

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: USA

Previous Titles: 
The Rise, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-
621-9

EMBRACE ABUNDANCE
A Proven Path to Better Health, More Wealth,
and Deeply Fulfilling Relationships

DANETTE MAY

A daily devotional for manifesting peace andA daily devotional for manifesting peace and
abundance in a bright, friendly and digestibleabundance in a bright, friendly and digestible
package by a renowned motivational speaker.package by a renowned motivational speaker.

DESCRIPTION
Have you been hungry for ways to bring peace, purpose and
prosperity into your daily life? Are you ready to manifest
abundance in all aspects of your life with ease and
encouragement? 

Everyday Abundance offers you insight, wisdom and inspiration in
nugget-sized takeaways that will resonate with you each and every day
of the year. From health to wealth, families to relationships and work, this
devotional offers you the inspirational stories and quotes alongside
practical tools and exercises to support your profound connections with
your spirit and yourself.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Danette will promote the book to her audience: 1.5m email subscribers,
1.8m Facebook fans, 129k Instagram followers and 97.8k YouTube
subscribers.
• This book is written in Danette's trademark direct, encouraging, positive
tone and is ideal for readers seeking to manifest their goals.
• Danette has been featured in The Huffington Post, Access Hollywood
Live, Hallmark Home & Family, CBS Los Angeles, Self Magazine and
Women's Health. She has extensive contacts in the media.
• Danette is planning a book launch tour of more than 50 well-known
podcasts.
• Devotionals and manifestation books are trending now as people are
seeking more and more spiritual solutions to their feelings of loneliness,
anxiety, lack of purpose and unhappiness.

AUTHOR BIOG
Danette May is the founder of Mindful Health, LLC and The Rise
movement. She is the author of The Rise, and a world-renowned
motivational speaker and former celebrity fitness trainer. She has shared
her unique, inspiring message on such places as Access Hollywood,
Hallmark Home & Family and CBS. www.danettemay.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-581-4

Pub Date: 07/09/2021

RRP: £12.99

Format: 216 x 135 TPB

BIC/Subject: Complementary Therapies, Healing
& Health; Dietetics & Nutrition; Gastroenterology

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Author Lives: Birmingham, UK

THE MINDFUL GUT
A Compassionate Guide to Healing IBS and
IBD

CARA WHEATLEY-MCGRAIN

A holistic guide to healing gut problems, such asA holistic guide to healing gut problems, such as
IBS and IBD, with healthy, compassionateIBS and IBD, with healthy, compassionate
methods.methods.

DESCRIPTION
Reduce bloating, heal gut problems such as IBS and IBD and
improve your overall health and wellbeing with this holistic
approach to being mindful with your microbiome.

In this heartfelt, insightful book, you'll find a guide to healing your gut with
a compassionate, holistic approach. Cara Wheatley-McGrain shares her
tried-and-tested methods, rituals and exercises to reconnect with your
gut and transform your health at every level.

You'll find out how to:

· heal your gut in a sustainable, healthy way
· develop mindfulness practices in relation to both food and lifestyle
choices
· create delicious, gut-friendly meals with Cara's creative, simple recipes
· utilize the 4 'G's (Gut Knowledge, Gut Compassion, Gut Healing and
Gut Integrity)
· incorporate simple daily rituals such as base belly breathing and
visualization into your routine

Follow Cara's guidance and you can cultivate a lifestyle that helps you to
love, cherish and heal your gorgeous gut.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Google searches for the term 'IBS' have increased by 64% in the
UK over the past 12 months (Google Trends).
• Whilst there are many books about gut health, there's a gap in the
market for a book that encompasses mindfulness and gut health. The
Mindful Gut looks at the importance of the practice of mindfulness and
breathing techniques to heal the gut.
• There is a definite need for a holistic book about healing the gut - over
one in five people in the UK regularly suffer from IBS and over 6
million suffer from IBD.

AUTHOR BIOG
Cara Wheatley-McGrain is an expert patient, mindfulness and
meditation practitioner and educational consultant. She's been living with
IBD and IBS for twenty years. When she was hospitalized and hours
away from losing her colon, she experienced an 'out of body experience'.
This awakening gave her the knowledge that she could heal, and she
has taken a 'whole life approach' to healing ever since. @mindful_cara
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ISBN: 978-1-40195-894-7

Pub Date: 10/08/2021

RRP: £15.99

Format: 229 x 152 HB

BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Management: Leadership & Motivation; Non-
Profitmaking Organizations

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: Ontario, Canada

PASSION TO PURPOSE
A Seven-Step Journey to Shed Self-Doubt,
Find Inspiration, and Change Your Life (and
the World) for the Better

AMY MCLAREN

Guide to making a positive impact, from the co-Guide to making a positive impact, from the co-
founder of Village Impact, a charity dedicated tofounder of Village Impact, a charity dedicated to
education in rural Kenya.education in rural Kenya.

DESCRIPTION
Feeling stuck? Ready for a change? When you follow your
passions to discover your purpose, you can change your life - and
the world.

Entrepreneur and co-founder of the charity Village Impact, Amy McLaren,
shows you how she combined her passion for education and travel to
make a positive change - and hasn't looked back since.

Through learning about Amy's inspirational journey and world travels,
you'll be encouraged to think beyond your own life and make a
difference. Amy offers stories, principles and tools to grow your vision,
contribute to a cause you're passionate about or accomplish a project
with lasting impact. 

In this book, you'll learn to:

· find time to feed your brain with possibility
· discover ideas where you'd least expect them
· eliminate self-doubt for good
· explore ways to give back to your local community
· trust in yourself and have faith that it will work
· get out of your comfort zone
· champion those around you and surround yourself with positivity

Written from the heart, Passion to Purpose shares Amy's inspirational
journey to founding one of the world's most well-known charities and will
ignite the spark in you to share your own passion with the world and
make a powerful impact.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Amy has 100k email subscribers and access to Stu McLaren's
Facebook platform of 116k.
• Amy is very well-connected and can rely on support from Jeff Walker,
Russell Brunson and Carrie Green in the business sphere.
• Amy is a mediagenic author with experience on podcasts, radio and
local TV.
• An interview with Amy will be featured on the You Can Heal Your Life
podcast, which has received more than 2 million downloads.
• Books about philanthropy continue to sell as many consumers have
started to value authenticity, trust and companies that give back to
society and do good.

AUTHOR BIOG
Amy McLaren is an entrepreneur, world traveller and co-founder of
Village Impact, a charity committed to improving education throughout the
developing world. Inspired by her love for travel and education, she
founded Village Impact in 2006 with her husband Stu McLaren and has
since helped thousands of students receive a quality education.
www.villageimpact.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40196-348-4

Pub Date: 18/05/2021

RRP: £19.99

Format: 232 x 190 4-col HB

BIC/Subject: Cooking With Herbs & Spices;
Traditional Medicine & Herbal Remedies;
Complementary Therapies, Healing & Health

Extent: 192 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: USA

UPGRADE YOUR IMMUNITY WITH
HERBS
Herbal Tonics, Broths, Brews, and Elixirs to
Supercharge Your Immune System

DR. JOSEPH MERCOLA

An illustrated guide and cookbook to help readersAn illustrated guide and cookbook to help readers
bolster their immunity, including research,bolster their immunity, including research,
detailed information and 50 recipes.detailed information and 50 recipes.

DESCRIPTION
From natural health expert, Dr Joseph Mercola - the go-to guide to
supporting your immune system, filled with smart strategies,
cutting-edge research and 50 delicious recipes.

In this new book packed with up-to-the-minute information and illustrated
with beautiful photography, natural wellness expert Dr Joseph Mercola
offers a powerful toolkit for strengthening immunity and supporting
health.

Eating a wide array of herbs and spices on a regular basis, he explains,
can go a long way towards strengthening your immune system and
preventing illness. Upgrade Your Immunity with Herbs showcases 19
different medicinal herbs and spices - from Ashwagandha to Echinacea
to Rhodiola - and offers ways to use them in everything from teas and
tonics to full meals.

And while there's little question that diet is the most important contributor
to immune health, Dr Mercola also shares insight into other factors that
play key roles. You'll discover:

· How to know much water you need each day
· 11 ways to improve your sleep - and your immunity
· Which vitamins and minerals your diet should include
· The common (but easy-to-quit) habit that's linked to cancer, excess
inflammation and poor immune health

The guidance in Upgrade Your Immunity with Herbs is all you need to
know in order to build an immune system you can trust - and eat well in
the process.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Dr Mercola's website is the world's #1 natural health resource and one
of the most visited health sites ever. It is viewed 30m+ times a month.
• Dr Mercola will promote the book through his huge social platform. He
has 1m+ email subscribers, 374k+ YouTube subscribers, 288.9k Twitter
followers and 272k+ Instagram followers.
• The search term "immunity booster" is a breakout topic on Google
Trends, meaning that it has had a tremendous increase in searches over
the past 12 months.
• With the coronavirus pandemic overwhelming the world, more people
are looking for ways to improve their immunity.
• This is a beautiful full-colour book. Each of the 50 delicious recipes is
accompanied by a photograph.

AUTHOR BIOG
Dr Joseph Mercola is a physician and New York Times bestselling
author. He was voted the Ultimate Wellness Game Changer by the
Huffington Post. He founded his website in 1997 and it has been the
most visited natural health site for the last 15 years. www.mercola.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40195-904-3

Pub Date: 07/09/2021

RRP: £20.99

Format: 229 x 152 HB

BIC/Subject: Advice On Parenting; Coping With
Stress; Family & Relationships

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: Nick Polizzi: Connecticut, US;
Pedram Shojai: Utah, US

Previous Titles: 
The Sacred Science, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-
1-40195-291-4; Focus, Hay House UK, 2020,
978-1-40196-037-7; Exhausted, Hay House UK,
2020, 978-1-40195-900-5; Trauma, Hay House
UK, 2021, 978-1-40195-902-9

CONSCIOUS PARENTING
NICK POLIZZI AND PEDRAM SHOJAI

From the From the New York Times New York Times bestselling author ofbestselling author of
The Urban Monk The Urban Monk and author of and author of The SacredThe Sacred
ScienceScience,,  techniques and tips for mindfultechniques and tips for mindful
parenting in the modern world.parenting in the modern world.

DESCRIPTION
Parenting in our modern world is tough. Conscious Parenting is a
comprehensive guide to help you navigate the perilous, stressful
and often terrifying responsibility of raising children in a modern
world.

Know that you are not alone. There are techniques available that you
can use today to help you better connect with and raise your kids.
Conscious parenting is possible, and you can do it. In doing so, you will
feel a deeper connection with your children, more confident in your
decision-making, and more peaceful and joyful in your parenting role -
and life. As you feel more confident as a parent, that confidence will
ripple into other relationships.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Released in conjunction with docuseries. This book ties into a
docuseries of the same name that will be released in Fall 2021, which will
drive demand for this companion book.
• NYT bestselling author. Pedram Shojai is the author of the New York
Times bestselling The Urban Monk, and he has a strong following
through well.org.
• Timely topic. Particularly with the COVID-19 pandemic, parents have
been dealing with new parenting challenges and reconsidering their
parenting practices. This book provides an immediate, fresh perspective
with clear, actionable solutions.
• The authors have strong social platforms. Pedram Shojai has 800K
email subscribers, 32K Facebook followers, 29.4K Instagram followers
and 32.4K YouTube subscribers.

AUTHOR BIOG
Nick Polizzi is the founder of The Sacred Science, director of the feature
documentary by the same name, and author of the book based on the
film. He is also the host and executive producer of the docuseries
Remedy: Ancient Medicines for Modern Illness. Ever since he cured
himself of a debilitating illness using a traditional therapy, he has been
traveling the world and documenting forgotten healing methods.
www.thesacredscience.com

Dr Pedram Shojai is the founder of Well.org and the New York Times
bestselling author of The Urban Monk, Rise and Shine, The Art of
Stopping Time and Inner Alchemy. He is the producer and director of
Vitality, Origins and Prosperity and the producer of such documentary
series as Interconnected, Gateway to Health, and Exhausted. He is a
Taoist abbot, a doctor of Oriental medicine and a qigong master.
www.theurbanmonk.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40196-196-1

Pub Date: 21/09/2021

RRP: £23.99

Format: 232 x 184 4-col HB

BIC/Subject: Cookery For Specific Diets &
Conditions; Complementary Therapies, Healing &
Health; Dietetics & Nutrition

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: USA

Previous Titles: 
The Southern Vegetable Cookbook, Thomas
Nelson, 2013, 978-1-40160-482-0; The Chubby
Vegetarian, Susan Schadt Press, 2016, 978-0-
99735-590-1; Chris Beat Cancer, Hay House UK,
2018, 978-1-40195-611-0

BEAT CANCER KITCHEN
Deliciously Simple Plant-Based Anticancer
Recipes

CHRIS & MICAH WARK

From the author of From the author of Chris Beat CancerChris Beat Cancer and  and BeatBeat
Cancer DailyCancer Daily, a cookbook of 125+ recipes to, a cookbook of 125+ recipes to
support your cancer healing and preventionsupport your cancer healing and prevention
journey.journey.

DESCRIPTION
An inspiring collection of over 125 healthy, plant-based recipes to
help you to take control of your health and support cancer healing
and prevention.

Following the success of Chris Beat Cancer, Chris Wark shares
delectable, delicious and easy-to-make recipes within his anti-cancer
diet. Created in collaboration with Justin Fox Burks, co-author of The
Southern Vegetarian Cookbook, this cookbook will help to support you
on your healing journey.

Using whole and plant-based foods, these meals, bowls, smoothies and
juices will energize both body and soul, while providing the comfort that
all good food should. Complete with full-colour photos of each recipe and
suggestions for common diet modifications, this cookbook will help to get
you in the Beat Cancer Mindset and guide you onto the road to wellness.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Wall Street Journal bestseller. Chris Beat Cancer hit #3 on the WSJ
hardcover bestseller list and #10 on the hardcover/e-book combined
WSJ list.
• Strong author platform. With an online course (50K members), an
active 500K+ e-mail list, and popular podcast Chris Beat Cancer, Wark
has a broad multimedia reach from which to promote his book.
• 66K+ hardcover net sales. From its Sept 2018 pub, over 66K units of
Chris Beat Cancer have been sold.
• Real-life experience. His own experiences healing from cancer allow
Wark to speak from a place of authenticity and understanding.

AUTHOR BIOG
Chris Wark is the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of Chris Beat
Cancer and a speaker, patient advocate and wellness crusader. He was
diagnosed with stage III colon cancer in 2003 and used nutrition and
natural therapies to help heal himself. Chris inspires countless people to
take control of their health with a radical transformation of diet and
lifestyle. www.chrisbeatcancer.com

Justin Fox Burks is the co-author of Low-Carb Vegetarian Cookbook,
The Chubby Vegetarian and The Southern Vegetarian Cookbook. He
and his wife, Amy Lawrence, share the recipes they were inspired to
make on their blog, The Chubby Vegetarian. www.justinfoxburks.com
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The Hay House Made Easy series is a repackage of our previously released Hay House Basics 
series. The new look Made Easy series features new and fresh jacket covers with new subjects 
being added to the expanding range of world-class experts sharing their knowledge on topics that 
matter most for improving your life. 
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-398-8

Pub Date: 10/08/2021

RRP: £10.99

Format: 197 x 130 TPB

BIC/Subject: Complementary Therapies, Healing
& Health; Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice;
Spirit Guides, Angels & Channelling

Extent: 257 pages

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Author Lives: London/LA

Previous Titles: 
The Ancestral Continuum: Unlock the Secrets of
Who You Really Are, Simon & Schuster, 2013,
978-1-45167-454-5

ANCESTRAL HEALING MADE EASY
How to Resolve Ancestral Patterns and
Honour Your Family History

TERRY AND NATALIA O’SULLIVAN

Identify old family wounds, communicate withIdentify old family wounds, communicate with
your ancestral guides, heal your lineage andyour ancestral guides, heal your lineage and
achieve wellbeing for yourself and loved ones.achieve wellbeing for yourself and loved ones.

DESCRIPTION
To understand who we are, we must know where and who we
come from. Discover powerful practices to honour and heal your
family lineage.

For many people, family relationships are the most complex and painful
relationships in their lives. Wounds run deep and secrets are sometimes
kept for generations. Modern research suggests that ancestral trauma
can affect us on a physical and psychological level, even when we do not
know when the trauma first occurred.

Terry and Natalia O'Sullivan have worked for over 30 years in the field of
ancestral healing, helping families resolve the trauma within their lineage.
In this book, they have distilled the many practices, rituals, exercises and
meditations they apply with their own clients so that you can work with
your inheritance to embrace what is positive in your family history and
heal what is negative.

By reading this book you will:

· Understand how unresolved ancestral wounds can impact your life and
your family members
· Be aware of how healing and rescuing your ancestors can improve your
overall wellbeing
· Know how to celebrate your ancestors through different cultural and
religious practices
· Have a selection of rituals that you can use to heal and honour your
ancestors, improve your own life and set future generations free of their
ancestral trauma
· Know how to communicate with, and welcome your ancestral guides

SALES AND MARKETING
• Ancestry is a growing trend. TV shows like Who Do You Think You
Are? (regular audience of 6 million) have proven to be very popular.
• Natalia and Terry have been working in the ancestral healing field for
30+ years and have a well-established private practice. They also have
over 11k people on their email list.
• Natalia was a key speaker in The Ancestral Healing Summit 2019,
attracting an audience of 47k. She and Terry regularly teach in the UK.
• Natalia and Terry's experience is rooted in shamanism and ancient,
holistic traditions, providing a unique angle to healing family trauma that
is more accessible than modern psychology.

AUTHOR BIOG
Terry O'Sullivan is a sought-after Soul Rescuer and shaman who works
internationally and in his private practice. His ancestral healing work
draws on ancient practices from Celtic shamanism to Eastern mysticism.
Natalia O'Sullivan has worked in the spiritual and holistic field for thirty
years in London and LA, combining modern psychology with ancient
wisdom to assist the body, mind and spirit in releasing ancestral issues.
soulrescuers.co.uk
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HAY HOUSE BUSINESS 
For the past 31 years, we have helped our authors empower 
people to make cutting-edge changes in their personal lives. 

Now we have decided to help innovative business leaders share 
their secrets for success and positive change too. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 



THE PEOPLE PART 
How Leading-Edge Entrepreneurs Build Pro 

Teams, Drive Extraordinary Results, and 

Banish Burnout for Good 

ANNIE HYMAN PRATT 
 

This guide provides the missing link for 
entrepreneurs to generate fast, sustainable 
growth and build their A-teams from the inside 
out. 

DESCRIPTION 
Growing your business sustainably and successfully isn't just 
about systems, visions and values. The secret to a thriving 
business? It's in the team - the people part. 

Learn how to develop a standout, successful business by putting people 
at the heart. Top-tier business consultant Annie Hyman Pratt knows that 
the key to a successful business is the team behind it. Most business 
books on shelves today focus on either the structure part (processes) or 
the culture part (values). What's missing? The all-important 'people part' - 
the often hidden, often misunderstood area of a business where team 
members and team leaders interact and have their greatest impact. As 
Annie reveals the power and promise of this missing link, you'll discover: 

· The secret of self-leadership - the way you show up as an individual in 
your work and how to perform effectively in the face of pressure or stress 
· The key to effective teamwork - the way team members interact, 
especially in times of challenge or change 
· How these two abilities together create the conditions for a business to 
perform at its best - and for leaders to have the positive impact they 
desire 
· A wealth of practical tools and techniques for creative thinking, decision 
making, problem solving, negotiating and more 

In a world where the rate of change is increasing exponentially, with 
burnout and overwhelm at epidemic levels, it's more essential than ever 
to get this part right. 

SALES AND MARKETING 
• Annie has access to some high-profile clients who will support her book 
launch, including Jeff Walker, Gabrielle Bernstein, Christian Mickelsen 
and Susan Peirce Thompson. 
• This book will appeal to entrepreneurs who want to ensure a healthy 
work-life balance for themselves and their employees. It teaches 
business owners to lead with spirit, compassion, creativity and heart. 
• Annie has a fascinating personal success story and brings a totally 
fresh vision to leadership coaching. 
• This book will feature in the Hay House Business newsletter, which 
goes out to an audience of 400k, and will receive promotional support 
online. 

AUTHOR BIOG 
Annie Hyman Pratt is a master at developing leaders and teams. In just 
seven years she scaled her family's business, The Coffee Bean & Tea 
Leaf, by more than 10x, growing it to an international brand with 70+ 
stores. She spent the next two decades as a top-tier business consultant 
and has since worked with 50+ companies and entrepreneurs. 
www.leadingedgeteams.com 
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MARKET YOUR GENIUS
How to Generate New Leads, Get Dream
Customers, and Create a Loyal Community

NIKKI NASH

A step-by-step guide to marketing your expertiseA step-by-step guide to marketing your expertise
and developing the unstoppable mindset andand developing the unstoppable mindset and
accountability system you need for businessaccountability system you need for business
success.success.

DESCRIPTION
Discover how to market your specific skills and knowledge, build
your platform and develop an unstoppable mindset to achieve
both short- and long-term success.

Are you an entrepreneur who knows that your business offers something
that people need, but you have been struggling to get out your message
successfully? Have you turned your experience and expertise into a
business and are seeking guidance for yielding a sustainable profit?

Nikki Nash, founder and CEO of Market Your Genius, provides a step-by-
step guide for maximizing your platform to turn your personality-led
business into a profitable venture. Nash delves into the three key steps
for this essential pillar:

· Building your business foundation
· Designing your marketing funnel
· Turning your fans into advocates, referral partners and clients for life

Nash provides the tools you need to build your personalized marketing
plan with the mindset and accountability system that will help to ensure
that you achieve success.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Nikki has extensive corporate experience and an MBA in International
Business.She has worked for Intel and Starcom-Mediavest and on such
brands as Kraft Foods, InStyle, Travel + Leisure and Louis Vuitton Moet
Hennessy.
• Nikki provides prescriptive step-by-step guide for marketing your
specific expertise. She shares a clear, actionable plan for maximizing
your business's platform.
• Nikki is a Hay House Writer's Workshop winner and her writing is
inspiring and engaging.

AUTHOR BIOG
Nikki Nash is an international success coach and speaker on a mission
to help 100,000 women build profitable six-figure businesses by the year
2025. After working at such companies as Intel and Louis Vuitton, she
became founder and CEO of Market Your Genius, an entrepreneurial
consulting firm focused on women in business.
www.marketyourgenius.co
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CHANGE ENTHUSIASM
How to Harness the Power of Emotion for
Leadership and Success

CASSANDRA WORTHY

Dynamic corporate speaker and coach CassandraDynamic corporate speaker and coach Cassandra
Worthy shows readers how to go from merelyWorthy shows readers how to go from merely
surviving change to thriving through change.surviving change to thriving through change.

DESCRIPTION
Find your resilience, harness your inner entrepreneur and see
change as something positive with this empowering guide to
achieving success in business and beyond.

Only 10 per cent of successful change adoption is about know-how. The
other 90 per cent is squarely centred on the motivation and willingness to
embrace the change.

In this book, Cassandra Worthy shows that if the emotions standing in
the way of motivation aren't addressed, any transformation journey is
stopped in its tracks. Cassandra shares her unique strategy of Change
Enthusiasm, which helps individuals to harness the power of emotion - a
resource in infinite supply - to embrace and accelerate change and
transformation journeys.

Cassandra's practical yet inspiring strategies will inspire anyone to
become enthusiastic about change and find their unique power of
resilience during turbulent times.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Cassandra is a high-energy, dynamic speaker. She speaks to
approximately 40K people annually at corporate speaking events and live
engagements. She has a very strong brand as a speaker, life-coach and
consultant.
• Cassandra has a unique way of connecting to her audience with
humour, practicality and motivation.
• This book is poised to tap into the growing trend of business titles that
incorporate the whole person while embracing the soft, yet crucial skills
associated with business success. 

AUTHOR BIOG
Cassandra Worthy is the Founder and CEO of Change Enthusiasm
Global, a leadership development firm specializing in helping leaders
navigate the emotions of change. After obtaining her degree in Chemical
Engineering she went on to lead Innovation for Procter & Gamble and
then Duracell Co. Cassandra now travels the world speaking to clients
such as Allstate, Procter & Gamble and WeWork to deliver her unique
messaging of Change Enthusiasm®. www.cassandraworthy.com
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ABSOLUTE AFFIRMATIONS 
44 Positive Affirmation Cards 

KRYSTAL BANNER 
 

A 44-card deck of empowering affirmations for 
discovering the everyday magic and hidden 
meaning in modern life. 

DESCRIPTION 
the life of your dreams and keep your vibration high with this 44-
card affirmation deck. 

Filled with bold, colourful imagery that infuses the contemporary 
everyday world with magic and meaning, Absolute Affirmations focuses 
on positivity, empowerment and inspiration with an affirmation and 
message on each card. 

With affirmations like I advocate for myself with the image of a bullhorn or 
I choose love with the number 143 beside the symbol for "likes" on social 
----media, this deck combines instantly familiar symbols with powerful 
intention. Speak your affirmations into the universe and manifest your 
new reality. 

SALES AND MARKETING 
• Krystal has cultivated an audience that returns to her again and again. 
This deck has been her most successful indie deck to date, selling 
through the 2,000 copies she printed. 
• Krystal has a young but growing platform of 2K email subscribers and 
8.6K Instagram followers (@kaleidadope and @krystal.banner 
combined). Krystal's unique design sensibility will appeal to a younger 
audience and the diversity of the deck means that it will resonate with a 
wide audience. 
• Krystal's unique design sensibility and her ability to bring meaning and 
magic into everyday sights and objects opens her decks to a younger 
audience interested in diversity and representation in their decks. 

AUTHOR BIOG 
Krystal Banner is an experienced intuitive, artist and creator who is 
passionate about making self-discovery approachable, accessible and 
relatable. After spending over ten years as an engineer and consultant, 
she decided to follow her passion for art and wellness. Krystal founded 
Kaleidadope in 2017, which has been recognized in multiple publications. 
She is the author and illustrator of a range of card decks and also works 
as a professional intuitive reader. www.kaleidadope.com 
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OTHER 

TITLES 

THE TAROT OF CURIOUS 

CREATURES 
A 78 (+1) Card Deck and Guidebook 

CHRIS-ANNE 

 

Following the success of The Light Seer's Tarot 
and The Muse Tarot, this new deck from Chris- 
Anne is a quirky twist on the current trend of 
reimagining traditional tarot. 

DESCRIPTION 
With quirky characters and a clear, modern insight into the 
traditional meanings of the tarot cards, this vibrant, unique card 
deck is sure to bring joy and guidance to your life. 

Did you ever consider the buttoned-up Hierophant could be a fitness- 
loving llama in a unitard? Or the Fool a sure-footed lady goat with a 
backpack? 

This accessible, friendly deck will appeal to beginners and more serious 
card users alike looking for some fun in their collections. The bright 
colours and combination of human bodies with animal heads will bring a 
smile to anyone who draws one of these charming cards. 

A guidebook filled with unique, lyrical messages not only reveals more 
personality to the characters in the images but gives you an 
understanding of the traditional meanings of the cards without all of the 
mystery that sometimes surrounds tarot. 

SALES AND MARKETING 
• Chris-Anne's decks have seen success, with The Light Seer's Tarot 
selling over 25K copies in the first six months and The Muse Tarot selling 
10K copies in the first six months. These decks are forthcoming in 
several languages. 
• Chris-Anne is a brand strategist with marketing savvy and an engaged 
email list of 10K subscribers. She has 32.9K Instagram followers (up from 
13.5K when we signed her in late 2018). 
• This card deck is perfect for anyone who has ever been interested in 
tarot but doesn't know how to approach it. It will also appeal to more 
experienced tarot card users who want something different in their 
collection. 
• Chris-Anne is the author and designer of this deck, which means she is 
able to infuse the artwork itself with layered significance that will make a 
difference to discerning deck buyers with its attention to detail and 
artistry. The quirky, whimsical art is carefully crafted. 

AUTHOR BIOG 
Chris-Anne Donnelly is a deck creator, artist and magic-maker, as well 
as a marketing strategist and owner of Pixelbrand: a branding and 
graphic design company. She offers unique courses for creators that 
combine marketing and branding with manifestation and intuition. She 
successfully kickstarted three independent card decks: The Sacred 
Creators Oracle, The Light Seer's Tarot and The Muse Tarot - all now 
available through Hay House. www.chris-anne.com 
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Previous Titles: 
Dragons Oracle Cards, Hay House UK, 2017,
978-1-78180-906-8; Dragons: Your Celestial
Guardians, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-78817-
161-8; Archangel Animal Oracle Cards, Hay
House UK, 2019, 978-1-78817-076-5

ARCHANGEL ORACLE CARDS
A 44-Card Deck and Guidebook

DIANA COOPER, ARTWORK BY JANE DELAFORD
TAYLOR

This heavenly archangel 44-card deck offersThis heavenly archangel 44-card deck offers
guidance, protection and healing. Answers andguidance, protection and healing. Answers and
divine help can be found by asking a question anddivine help can be found by asking a question and
choosing one of the uplifting cards from the deck.choosing one of the uplifting cards from the deck.

DESCRIPTION
Receive guidance and healing from the archangels and find
answers, protection and love through the uplifting energy of this
divine oracle deck from ascension expert Diana Cooper.

Heavenly help is available at any given moment, if only we open
ourselves to receiving divine energy from Source. Through this deck,
bestselling angel and Ascension author Diana Cooper has created a way
for you to connect with and receive guidance from 44 beloved archangels
- including Michael, Raphael, Gabriel and the mighty Metatron - and also
lesser known angels such as Raguel, angel of justice and Fhelyai, angel
of animals. Diana also introduces several Seraphims in this deck,
including Archangel Roquiel and Seraphim Seraphisa; these powerful
12th dimensional angels maintain the vibration of creation and help
divine visions to manifest. They are just starting to connect with
humanity.

Each card is beautifully illustrated in colours depicting the glow, hope and
inspiration that surrounds the archangels, and emits a joyful, uplifting
energy that you can carry into your everyday life. This deck of cards can
be used like any oracle: ask a question and pull a single card to receive
an answer or direction, or perform a 3-card reading to receive guidance
about your past, present and future situation. You may also place a card
by your bedside so that your chosen archangel can watch over you.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Diana is one of the pioneers of bringing the topic of ascension to a
wider MBS audience.
• Diana has an engaged and deeply loyal online following of 187K
Facebook fans, 27.5K Instagram followers and 24K YouTube
subscribers. She also has a 37K+ strong email list and runs an online
training school that has certified almost 1,000 teachers worldwide.
• There is guaranteed coverage in the specialist press for this card deck.
Diana has been featured on national UK TV (including This Morning and
GMTV) and in printed press (including OM Times magazine).
• The cards share messages of profound love and compassion,
something that is greatly needed in times of anxiety, loneliness and
uncertainty.

AUTHOR BIOG
Diana Cooper's spiritual journey started many years ago with an angelic
visitation that transformed her life. She is now the bestselling author of
more than 30 books which have been translated into 28 languages.
Diana specializes in esoteric subjects including angels, unicorns,
dragons and Atlantis. She teaches internationally and is the founder of
The Diana Cooper School of White Light, a not-for-profit organization
that offers spiritual teaching courses throughout the world.
www.dianacooper.com
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THE MAGIC OF UNICORNS ORACLE
CARDS
A 44-Card Deck and Guidebook

DIANA COOPER, ARTWORK BY MARJOLEIN
KRUIJT

A beautiful 44-card deck from bestselling authorA beautiful 44-card deck from bestselling author
Diana Cooper, offering guidance, wisdom andDiana Cooper, offering guidance, wisdom and
encouragement to follow your unicorn guides onencouragement to follow your unicorn guides on
the pathway to enlightenment.the pathway to enlightenment.

DESCRIPTION
Discover how to connect with your unicorn guides, advance on
your ascension path and attract more love, light, healing and
happiness with these magical cards.

Unicorns are beings of the angelic realms who are returning to Earth to
aid us on our path to ascension. They bring messages of hope and
remind us to stay positive as we prepare for a golden future. Bestselling
author Diana Cooper has created this stunning oracle deck to help you
meet your personal unicorn guide, embark on a spiritual path and work
with the great energies of the universe on your ascension journey.

Working with the 44 beautifully illustrated cards will inspire and awaken
your mind to your spiritual quest. You'll discover how to awaken your
psychic abilities, open your heart, be ready to receive abundance and
blessings, stand in your power, receive soul healing, strengthen your
trust, manifest your dreams, light the way for others and reach your
divine potential.

The Magic of Unicorns Oracle Cards will lead you step by step on your
journey towards enlightenment. Let the unicorns show you the way!

SALES AND MARKETING
• Diana has an excellent sales record as a bestselling author of over 30
books. She speaks and teaches internationally and runs regular online
courses.
• Diana has been featured on many national TV programmes such as
This Morning and GMTV. She has also been in the press (incl. OM
Times magazine) and did several radio talks about her new book, The
Magic of Unicorns.
• She has a strong following online with an email list of 48.4k, 184.9k
Facebook followers and 24.5k Instagram followers.
• This card deck is the perfect accompaniment to Diana's book, The
Magic of Unicorns (August 2020, 9781788174176)

AUTHOR BIOG
Diana Cooper received an angelic visitation that transformed her life
many years ago. She is now the bestselling author of over 30 books,
which have been published in 28 languages. She teaches internationally
and is the founder of The Diana Cooper School of White Light, which
offers certified spiritual teaching courses worldwide.
www.dianacooper.com
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THE EARTHCRAFT ORACLE
A 44-Card Deck and Guidebook of Sacred
Healing

JULIET DIAZ AND LORRIANE ANDERSON

Reconnect with the wisdom of Mother Earth withReconnect with the wisdom of Mother Earth with
this brightly illustrated oracle deck.this brightly illustrated oracle deck.

DESCRIPTION
Connect with Mother Earth's love and discover the healing
wisdom of nature through the unique spells, rituals and beautiful,
diverse illustrations in this sacred 44-card oracle deck.

Mother Earth is our sacred home. We rely on her for everything from the
air we breathe to the water we drink. She gives us so much and yet we
can sometimes take her magic for granted. But it is not too late. We may
have stopped listening, but she has not stopped communicating.

Each card message in this deck is an invitation to listen to Mother Earth's
guidance; each spell, ritual or invocation an opportunity to bring these
lessons off the pages and into your daily practice; and each illustration a
reminder that we are part of nature, not outside of it. With bodies of every
shape, size, skin tone and hair texture represented, this deck affirms we
are all Mother Earth's children.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Juliet Diaz has a strong following of 36.6k Instagram followers. She has
been featured in major publications such as National Geographic, Wired
and Refinery 29.
• This oracle includes vivid, unique artwork depicting beautifully diverse
bodies created by Trinidadian illustrator Danielle Boodoo-Fortuné. These
watercolour images are bright and playful, showing bodies of all sizes,
hair textures and skin tones communicating with Mother Earth.
• Juliet plans to promote this deck along with her two books
(9781788172042 Witchery; 9781401960209 Plant Witchery) as she
teaches readers and fans about witchcraft, plant healing and traditions
from her Indigenous Taino Cubana lineage of curanderos and brujas.
• This oracle is authored and illustrated by three incredible women of
colour during a time when readers are placing particular emphasis on
supporting diverse voices, especially within the spiritual community.
• Useful, practical spells, rituals and invocations that can be applied to
the reader's life are included in the accompanying guidebook.

AUTHOR BIOG
Juliet Diaz is an indigenous Taíno Cubana from a long line of
curanderos (healers) and brujas on both sides of her parents' lineages.
Juliet has a Master of Science in herbal medicine and has been featured
in major publications like National Geographic, Wired and Spirit and
Destiny UK. www.iamjulietdiaz.com

Lorriane Anderson is an entrepreneur who discovered aromatherapy,
herbalism, healing crystals and tarot during a low point in her life. From
there she began to flourish, launching the spiritual wellness and beauty
apothecary, Spirit Element. www.shopspiritelement.com
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Extent: 160 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Previous Titles: 
Native Spirit Oracle Cards, Hay House UK, 2015,
978-1-40194-593-0; Sacred Traveler Oracle
Cards, Hay House UK, 2017, 978-1-40195-158-0;
Sacred Destiny Oracle, Hay House UK, 2019,
978-1-40195-625-7

THE SACRED FOREST ORACLE
52 Cards to Open Energy Portals of a Higher
Dimension

DENISE LINN

Bestselling author and oracle expert Denise LinnBestselling author and oracle expert Denise Linn
guides you through the Sacred Forest, introducingguides you through the Sacred Forest, introducing
you to nature spirits and mystical realms withyou to nature spirits and mystical realms with
each lavishly illustrated card.each lavishly illustrated card.

DESCRIPTION
Tap into the natural forces around you and discover an illuminating
inner landscape with each unique card. Let the ancient spirits and
guardians show you the way.

Each card in this oracle deck is a special key to the Sacred Forest, a
realm similar to the legends of Tibetan Shambhala, the Mists of Avalon
and the Australian Dreamtime. Over the years, transformational teacher
Denise Linn has used guided meditations to lead thousands of people
into this magical dimension. Now, with this oracle, you can expand your
consciousness and chart your own course through the vast mysteries
and wonders of this inner landscape.

Colourful and intricately layered art adorn each of the 52 cards with
depictions of ancient nature spirits and guardians of the realm. Storm
Spirit invites you to embrace chaos; the Enchanted Fern Grotto offers
refuge. The cards tap into your own inner knowledge to shed light on
answers to long-sought questions. Dive deeper into the vibrational
energy of each card with the free guided meditations that Denise has
specially recorded for this deck.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Denise's audience trusts her expertise on a variety of topics from
energy work to oracles. There is potential for cross promotions with the
relaunches of her various courses.
• Denise is creating bonus 5- to 10-minute audio downloads with imagery
tailored to each card, guiding readers through their own mystical
journeys.
• Beautiful, colourful illustrations include details that Denise uses to add
depth to the free guided meditations she's creating to accompany the
deck.

AUTHOR BIOG
Denise Linn is an internationally renowned teacher in the field of self-
development. She has written 19 books, which are available in 29
languages, including the international bestseller Sacred Space and the
award-winning Feng Shui for the Soul. She has appeared in numerous
documentaries and television shows worldwide and gives seminars
throughout the world. www.DeniseLinn.com
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Territorial Rights: World
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THE WANDERING STAR TAROT
An 80-Card Deck & Guidebook

CAT PIERCE

Successfully Kickstarted in 2020 bySuccessfully Kickstarted in 2020 by
singer/songwriter Cat Pierce of the sister-bandsinger/songwriter Cat Pierce of the sister-band
The Pierces, this mystical, magical, healing tarotThe Pierces, this mystical, magical, healing tarot
deck guides you to sharpen your intuition anddeck guides you to sharpen your intuition and
reconnect with the powerful light and wisdomreconnect with the powerful light and wisdom
inside you.inside you.

DESCRIPTION
There is a universe inside you waiting to be illuminated and
explored.

The Wandering Star Tarot is a compass for seekers and dreamers who
search for the treasures that lie within the heart, mind and spirit.

The unique, hand-drawn artwork of this deck - with keywords curling in
and out of the background of each image - invites readers of all levels to
work with the cards intuitively, no memorization required. The Hay House
edition will include some new artwork and a new 79th "Wandering Star"
card.

Filled with hopeful messages, spreads and positive quotes, the
accompanying guidebook offers readers a deeper dive into The
Wandering Star Tarot's whimsical world of archetypes and self-discovery
into a place where all beings share space with peace, respect and
equality.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Cat has 19K Instagram followers and her band (@thepiercesofficial)
has 11K Instagram followers and 135K Facebook followers.
• Cat's original goal of $15K to print the indie edition The Wandering Star
Tarot was funded on Kickstarter in just seven hours and went on to raise
$48,858 with 612 backers in one month. Backers will receive their decks
by March 2021.
• As one-half of the indie pop band The Pierces, Cat has name
recognition and a following from her music career that is excited to see
what she does next. Her signature artwork style has appeared on The
Pierces' albums.
• This deck is not only beautiful to look at but easy to understand, with
keywords for each card woven into the background of each image,
allowing even brand-new tarot readers to do readings right away without
the daunting task of memorizing meanings. Perfect for buyers new to
tarot.
• Cat Pierce is the author and illustrator of this deck. She infuses the
artwork with meaning that will make a difference to discerning deck
buyers with its attention to detail and friendly, warm energy.

AUTHOR BIOG
Cat Pierce is a singer, songwriter, painter and spiritual evolution
enthusiast. Known primarily for her music, she is one half of the sister-
band The Pierces and has also had success as a solo artist. Her songs
have been featured in movies and television shows such as Dexter,
Gossip Girl, Riverdale and more. She has toured the world with
Coldplay, Lissie, Adam Green, Albert Hammond Jr and performed with
Emmylou Harris with Elton John. She has garnered two top ten albums in
England, one of which reached Gold status.
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Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: Sandra Taylor: Avon, OH;
Kimberly Webber: Taos, NM

Previous Titles: 
Energy Oracle Cards, Hay House UK, 2013, 978-
1-40194-044-7; The Akashic Tarot, Hay House
UK, 2017, 978-1-40195-044-6; The Quantum
Oracle, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-443-7

THE PRIESTESS OF LIGHT ORACLE
A 53-Card Deck of Divination

SANDRA ANNE TAYLOR

Bestselling author Sandra Anne Taylor connectsBestselling author Sandra Anne Taylor connects
with the divine energy of Kimberly Webber'swith the divine energy of Kimberly Webber's
paintings to create a unique oracle that taps intopaintings to create a unique oracle that taps into
the wisdom of the spirit world.the wisdom of the spirit world.

DESCRIPTION
Looking to attract more positivity? This beautiful collaboration
channels divine feminine energy to help you connect you with
your true, empowered self and give you guidance when making
significant decisions.

Acclaimed oracle creator and bestselling author Sandra Anne Taylor
combines both the natural and energetic worlds to bring you this stunning
53-card deck with depictions of spirit animals, divine feminine archetypes
and sacred geometry.

This radiant deck can be used for predictive purposes as well as a tool
for significant change in your inner realm, the outer experiences you
attract and the world at large. Sandra has worked with the energy of
renowned artist Kimberly Webber's art to inspire profound meaning and
guidance for all. Kimberly uses rare minerals, crystals and precious
metals layered into original oil paintings, described as 'modern magical
realism rooted in antiquity'.

Discover how enriching your life can truly be with the help of sacred
feminine guidance.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Sandra Anne Taylor is an experienced, acclaimed author of multiple
bestselling oracle decks and books. Her works have been translated into
more than 30 languages across the globe.
• The stunning artwork is based on richly detailed, intricate oil paintings.
Kimberly Webber has a unique style that will make the oracle stand out.
She uses materials for esoteric and aesthetic reasons, including
malachite, mica, copper, lapis and 24kt gold.
• Sandra has over 100k email subscribers and 42k followers on
Facebook. She will be promoting her card deck on these platforms.
• Sandra attends and speaks at many workshops and conferences. She
will be promoting the card deck at these events.

AUTHOR BIOG
Sandra Anne Taylor is the New York Times bestselling author of
Quantum Success, Your Quantum Breakthrough Code, The Akashic
Records and the amazingly accurate Energy Oracle Cards, which help to
identify and predict energy patterns and future results in your life.
www.sandrataylor.net

Kimberly Webber is a renowned painter who has created a number of
sacred, spiritually impactful works throughout her career.
www.kimberlywebber.com
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Extent: 168 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: Alberto: Coconut Grove, FL and
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Previous Titles: 
Spirit Animal Oracle, Hay House, 2018, 978-1-
40195-279-2; Crystal Spirits Oracle, Hay House,
2019, 978-1-40195-280-8; Goddess Power
Oracle, Hay House, 2019, 978-1-40195-644-8;
The Mystical Shaman Oracle, Hay House, 2018,
978-1-40195-250-1

THE SHAMAN'S DREAM ORACLE
A 64-Card Deck and Guidebook

ALBERTO VILLOLDO AND COLETTE BARON-REID

Alberto Villoldo and Colette Baron-Reid pair upAlberto Villoldo and Colette Baron-Reid pair up
again to channel the wisdom of the shamanicagain to channel the wisdom of the shamanic
dream world in this beautifully illustrated 64-carddream world in this beautifully illustrated 64-card
oracle deck.oracle deck.

DESCRIPTION
Use this vibrant channelled oracle to receive the spiritual wisdom
of the shamanic dream world, seek answers to your questions,
and journey to manifest your intentions.

The dream world has long captivated the collective psyche. Ancient
mystics, religious texts and even modern psychoanalysis have described
the power of dreams. The symbolic landscapes and spirit beings that we
encounter in this sacred realm correspond with our potential experiences
in the waking world. We are all sacred dreamers, dreaming the world into
being - what will you dream? 

The Shaman's Dream Oracle is a powerful collaboration between master
teachers Alberto Villoldo and Colette Baron-Reid, bringing together the
wisdom of his rich Andean shamanic lineage with her expertise in oracle
creation. Each card in this deck features imagery from the shamanic
dream world of archetypes and symbolic consciousness. In the
accompanying guidebook, Alberto and Colette channel the wisdom of the
ancient wisdom-keepers to guide you on your journey to co-create your
world and manifest your most precious intentions.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Alberto and Colette have loyal, engaged audiences. Alberto has 116k
Facebook followers, and an email list of over 200k and The Four Winds
Society has 142.7k Facebook followers. Colette has an email list of over
110k, 47k YouTube subscribers, 177.9k Facebook followers and 65k
Instagram followers.
• Alberto is one of the world's foremost experts in shamanic healing,
leading courses, workshops, retreats and expeditions across the world.
Colette's books and oracle card decks have been published in 27
languages.
• The authors' previous collaboration, The Mystical Shaman Oracle
(9781401952501), found great success with 48k+ sold. The authors'
unique expertise of these complex subjects grants them an in-demand
niche.
• Jena DellaGrottaglia is a self-taught artist who believes in being eclectic
and unique. Her influences range from Michael Parkes and Gil Bruvel to
the amazing Terese Nielsen.

AUTHOR BIOG
Alberto Villoldo has trained as a psychologist and medical
anthropologist and has studied the healing practices of the Amazon and
the Andean shamans. He is the founder of the Light Body School.
www.thefourwinds.com

Colette Baron-Reid is an internationally respected spiritual intuitive,
psychic medium, educator and oracle expert. Her bestselling books and
oracle cards are published worldwide in 27 languages.
www.colettebaronreid.com
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Extent: 264 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Author Lives: London, UK

Previous Titles: 
Moonology, Hay House UK, 2016, 978-1-78180-
742-2; Moonology Diary 2020, Hay House UK,
2019, 978-1-78817-337-7; Moonology Oracle
Cards, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-78180-996-9;
Moonology Diary 2021, Hay House UK, 2020,
978-1-78817-364-3

MOONOLOGY™ DIARY 2022
YASMIN BOLAND

Bestselling astrologer and Moonologer YasminBestselling astrologer and Moonologer Yasmin
Boland offers an essential diary for 2022, packedBoland offers an essential diary for 2022, packed
with information on how to work with each lunarwith information on how to work with each lunar
cycle and bring magic to your life.cycle and bring magic to your life.

DESCRIPTION
Get in tune with the Moon and manifest magic in 2022! Discover
how to work with the rhythms of lunar cycles to unleash your
power.

This year promises to be a transformative one, and the Moonology Diary
2022 provides you with everything you need to create, plan and predict
any event or change in your life. With this diary, you can:

· Learn how to attune to the energies of key events in each lunar cycle
· Keep track of how the Moon can influence appointments and events in
your diary
· Understand the importance of New Moon wishing and Full Moon
forgiveness
· Work with the Moon to unleash the power you were born with
· Write down your wishes and watch as they manifest throughout the
year!

Each month brings different lunar energies, and when you know what to
expect, you can take time to prepare. With Moonology Diary 2022 as
your guide, you can tackle any challenge, embrace new opportunities
and manifest the life of your dreams!

SALES AND MARKETING
• Yasmin's Moonology Oracle card deck is an Amazon bestseller and has
almost 7k 5-star reviews.
• We have seen a large rise in sales since we began publishing this diary
and the 2021 edition figures have increased significantly on the
Moonology Diary 2020.
• Yasmin is a leading expert on astrology thanks to her magazine
columns.
• She has a well-established social media following and her Moonology
website receives 26,000 unique users a month from the USA alone.
• Yasmin has a strong network of astrologers who are willing to support
and promote her work. She also speaks and leads workshops
internationally.

AUTHOR BIOG
Yasmin Boland is a bestselling astrology and Moonology writer and
author, and her horoscopes, astrology and New Age columns are read by
millions of people each week. She writes for Red, Closer and Good
Health, and is the author of the international bestsellers Moonology,
Mercury Retrograde and Astrology Made Easy. www.moonology.com
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Territorial Rights: World

Previous Titles: 
I Can Do It® 2021 Calendar, Hay House UK,
2020, 978-1-40195-648-6; I Can Do It® 2020
Calendar, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-40194-
981-5; I Can Do It® 2019 Calendar, Hay House
UK, 2018, 978-1-40194-980-8

I CAN DO IT® 2022 CALENDAR
365 Daily Affirmations

LOUISE HAY

Uplifting affirmations to inspire and motivateUplifting affirmations to inspire and motivate
from beloved from beloved New York TimesNew York Times bestselling author bestselling author
Louise Hay in this 2022 edition of her I Can Do It®Louise Hay in this 2022 edition of her I Can Do It®
series of calendars.series of calendars.

DESCRIPTION
Embrace the love, joy and abundance you deserve with Louise
Hay's I Can Do It® 2022 Calendar, filled with photographs to inspire
you all year round. 

2022 will be a year of amazing opportunities and with this beautiful
photographic calendar, you can receive the heartfelt affirmations of
beloved teacher Louise Hay every single day!

Each page contains positive thoughts, affirmations and words of wisdom
to help you live the best life possible and focus on that I-can-do-it
attitude. Discover how to access the happiness and abundance that life
has in store for you!

SALES AND MARKETING
• Louise Hay's books are bestselling with robust sales: over 50 million
copies of her books have been sold.
• Louise Hay's social media platform is large with 2.7M Facebook
followers. The Instagram page, @lousie_hay_affirmations, has 503K
followers.
• This is part of an established series of inspirational calendars from a
beloved spiritual teacher. Louise's affirmation calendars boast strong
sales in the tens of thousands, year after year.
• There is strong, continuous interest in products and books about
positive affirmations.

AUTHOR BIOG
Louise Hay was an inspirational teacher who educated millions since
the 1984 publication of her bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, which has
more than 50 million copies in print worldwide. Renowned for
demonstrating the power of affirmations to bring about positive change,
Louise was the author of more than 30 books for adults and children,
including the bestsellers The Power Is Within You and Heal Your Body.
In addition to her books, Louise produced numerous audio and video
programmes, card decks, online courses and other resources for leading
a healthy, joyous and fulfilling life. www.louisehay.com and
www.healyourlife.com
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Territorial Rights: World
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Previous Titles: 
The Sacred Creators Oracle, Hay House UK,
2020, 978-1-40195-833-6; The Muse Tarot, Hay
House UK, 2020, 978-1-40195-832-9; The Light
Seer's Tarot, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-
803-9

THE TAROT OF CURIOUS
CREATURES
A 78 (+1) Card Deck and Guidebook

CHRIS-ANNE

Following the success of Following the success of The Light Seer's TarotThe Light Seer's Tarot
and and The Muse TarotThe Muse Tarot, this new deck from Chris-, this new deck from Chris-
Anne is a quirky twist on the current trend ofAnne is a quirky twist on the current trend of
reimagining traditional tarot.reimagining traditional tarot.

DESCRIPTION
With quirky characters and a clear, modern insight into the
traditional meanings of the tarot cards, this vibrant, unique card
deck is sure to bring joy and guidance to your life.

Did you ever consider the buttoned-up Hierophant could be a fitness-
loving llama in a unitard? Or the Fool a sure-footed lady goat with a
backpack?

This accessible, friendly deck will appeal to beginners and more serious
card users alike looking for some fun in their collections. The bright
colours and combination of human bodies with animal heads will bring a
smile to anyone who draws one of these charming cards.

A guidebook filled with unique, lyrical messages not only reveals more
personality to the characters in the images but gives you an
understanding of the traditional meanings of the cards without all of the
mystery that sometimes surrounds tarot.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Chris-Anne's decks have seen success, with The Light Seer's Tarot
selling over 25K copies in the first six months and The Muse Tarot selling
10K copies in the first six months. These decks are forthcoming in
several languages.
• Chris-Anne is a brand strategist with marketing savvy and an engaged
email list of 10K subscribers. She has 32.9K Instagram followers (up from
13.5K when we signed her in late 2018).
• This card deck is perfect for anyone who has ever been interested in
tarot but doesn't know how to approach it. It will also appeal to more
experienced tarot card users who want something different in their
collection.
• Chris-Anne is the author and designer of this deck, which means she is
able to infuse the artwork itself with layered significance that will make a
difference to discerning deck buyers with its attention to detail and
artistry. The quirky, whimsical art is carefully crafted.

AUTHOR BIOG
Chris-Anne Donnelly is a deck creator, artist and magic-maker, as well
as a marketing strategist and owner of Pixelbrand: a branding and
graphic design company. She offers unique courses for creators that
combine marketing and branding with manifestation and intuition. She
successfully kickstarted three independent card decks: The Sacred
Creators Oracle, The Light Seer's Tarot and The Muse Tarot - all now
available through Hay House. www.chris-anne.com
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Territorial Rights: World

Previous Titles: 
Quantum Healing, Penguin Random House,
2015, 978-1-10188-497-3; You Are the Universe,
Rider, 2018, 978-1-84604-531-8; The Healing
Self, Rider, 2018, 978-1-84604-570-7; Meta
Human, Rider, 2019, 978-1-84604-608-7

ON MY WAY TO A HAPPY LIFE
DEEPAK CHOPRA WITH KRISTINA TRACY

A new edition of the fantastic children's bookA new edition of the fantastic children's book
from world-renowned spiritual master Deepakfrom world-renowned spiritual master Deepak
Chopra.Chopra.

DESCRIPTION
What if you could teach your children seven keys that would help
them to navigate through life with joy, compassion and
happiness?

On My Way to a Happy Life will help children to discover the seven 'keys'
to living a happy and meaningful life.

Examples of Deepak Chopra's 'keys' to a happy and meaningful life:

· The Key to all Good Things - teaches children about giving and
receiving, and explains that what they put out to the world is what they
will get back.
· The Key to Reaching Your Dreams - helps children realize how much
power they have over their own lives and where this power comes from.

Each of the seven sections of this book presents a key, as well as a
beautifully illustrated example emphasizing how it works in the world.
These keys, which have their origins in ancient Indian teachings, give
children what Deepak believes are the most important traits they can
possess: the ability to love and have compassion - and to spread that
love and compassion to others.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Deepak Chopra is a bestselling author with 3.3 million followers on
Facebook and 3.2 million followers on Twitter.
• This book breaks down Deepak's teachings into easy-to-understand
sections so that children will remember them easily.
• The illustrator, Rosemary Woods, graduated from Central St Martin's
School of Art and her diverse illustrations such as those in this book
appear on leading advertising campaigns as well as in publishing, both
UK and USA.

AUTHOR BIOG
Deepak Chopra is the prolific author of more than 42 books and more
than 100 audio and video titles, which have been translated into 35
languages, with over 20 million copies sold worldwide. His book Peace Is
the Way won the Quill Awards and The Book of Secrets: Unlocking the
Hidden Dimensions of Your Life was awarded the Nautilus Award.
www.deepakchopra.com

Kristina Tracy is co-author (with Dr Wayne W. Dyer) of the New York
Times bestselling children's book Incredible You! She's also co-authored
children's books with Dr Christiane Northrup, Louise Hay and Len
Lucero.
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Previous Titles: 
I AM, Hay House UK, 2012, 978-1-40193-975-5;
Unstoppable Me!, Hay House UK, 2020, 978-1-
40196-103-9; Incredible You!, Hay House UK,
2020, 978-1-40196-102-2; No Excuses!, Hay
House UK, 2021, 978-1-40196-219-7

GOOD-BYE, BUMPS!
Talking to What's Bugging You

DR. WAYNE W. DYER AND SAJE DYER

Dr Wayne W. Dyer and his daughter Saje tell aDr Wayne W. Dyer and his daughter Saje tell a
remarkable story from her childhood in which sheremarkable story from her childhood in which she
was able to overcome a physical condition in awas able to overcome a physical condition in a
very unique way.very unique way.

DESCRIPTION
This uplifting book will help children understand that some things
about themselves can be changed and others will always be with
them, but what matters is how they choose to think about them.

In Good-bye, Bumps! Dr Wayne W. Dyer and his daughter Saje teach
children the important lesson that when something is bothering them,
they can change their attitude towards it and not allow it to have power
over them.

In addition to its valuable lesson, this charming story will remind all
readers, both young and old, of what can be done with the childlike belief
in what is possible.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Dr Wayne Dyer was known as the 'godfather of motivation' and this
book shows that his messages of positivity are still thriving.
• This book has beautiful, colourful illustrations by Stacy Heller Budnick
that are guaranteed to keep children engaged and interested.
• Dr Wayne Dyer is a New York Times bestselling author and there are 3
million followers on his Facebook page.

AUTHOR BIOG
Dr Wayne W. Dyer was an internationally renowned author, speaker
and pioneer in the field of self-development. Over the four decades of his
career, he wrote more than 40 books (21 of which became New York
Times bestsellers), created numerous audio programmes and videos,
and appeared on thousands of television and radio shows. In 2015, he
left his body, returning to Infinite Source to embark on his next adventure.
www.drwaynedyer.com

Saje Dyer was raised in sunny South Florida and is the youngest of
eight children. Growing up, her absolute favourite thing to do was ride
horses. She recently graduated from Florida Atlantic University with a
degree in psychology, and Good-bye, Bumps! is her first book. She says,
'I was inspired to write about my experience of healing myself of my
'bumps' in the form of a children's book so that I could share this
wonderful idea that we are capable of healing ourselves.'
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Extent: 32 pages

Territorial Rights: World

Previous Titles: 
It's Not What You've Got!, Hay House UK, 2007,
978-1-40191-850-7; Good-bye, Bumps!, Hay
House UK, 2014, 978-1-40194-585-5; No
Excuses!, Hay House UK, 2009, 978-1-40192-
583-3; Unstoppable Me!, Hay House UK, 2006,
978-1-40191-186-7; Incredible You!, Hay House
UK, 2006, 978-1-40190-782-2

I AM
Why Two Little Words Mean So Much

DR. WAYNE W. DYER WITH KRISTINA TRACY

This beautiful, fun children's book by Dr Wayne W.This beautiful, fun children's book by Dr Wayne W.
Dyer, is taken from his latest book for adults,Dyer, is taken from his latest book for adults,
Wishes FulfilledWishes Fulfilled..

DESCRIPTION
I Am teaches kids a simple but profound message: God is not far off in
the distance, or even merely beside us. In other words, we are not
separate from God - we are God!

Knowing that God's love and strength is a part of everyone can help kids
grow to meet their greatest potential in life. The book uses rhyme and
illustrations to teach this lesson and help children realize that they are
greater than they ever imagined!

There is also a special section at the end that teaches the important
meaning of the words 'I am' and the way to use them to create love,
happiness and greatness in their own lives and the world.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Bestselling authors with strong sales. Dr Wayne and Kristina have sold
over 425k copies (NPD) of their 12 co-authored children's books,
including one bestseller. They are both New York Timesbestsellers.
• Stunning, eye-catching illustrations by Stacy Heller Budnick.
• Dr Wayne Dyer was known as the 'godfather of motivation' and this
book shows that his messages of positivity are still thriving.
• This book teaches important lessons to children in a fun, accessible
and memorable way, using rhyme and beautiful, vibrant illustrations.

AUTHOR BIOG
Dr Wayne W. Dyer was an internationally renowned author and speaker
in the field of self-development. He wrote more than 40 books (21 of
which became New York Times bestsellers), and his work around the
world inspired thousands of people to change their lives for the better. In
2015 he left his body, returning to Infinite Source to embark on his next
adventure. www.drwaynedyer.com
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Previous Titles: 
Good-bye, Bumps!, Hay House UK, 2014, 978-1-
40194-585-5; I AM, Hay House UK, 2012, 978-1-
40193-975-5; Unstoppable Me!, Hay House UK,
2006, 978-1-40191-186-7; Incredible You!, Hay
House UK, 2006, 978-1-40190-782-2; It's Not
What You've Got!, Hay House UK, 2007, 978-1-
40191-850-7

NO EXCUSES!
How What You Say Can Get in Your Way

DR. WAYNE W. DYER WITH KRISTINA TRACY

This vibrantly illustrated book encouragesThis vibrantly illustrated book encourages
children to avoid excuses like 'I'm not smartchildren to avoid excuses like 'I'm not smart
enough' and 'It's too hard,' in order to reach theirenough' and 'It's too hard,' in order to reach their
full potential and achieve their dreams.full potential and achieve their dreams.

DESCRIPTION
In his fourth book for children, Dr Wayne W. Dyer focuses on the topic of
excuses and how they can do more harm than we realize.

The book demonstrates how excuses go far beyond 'my dog ate my
homework,' and can actually become words that prevent your child from
reaching his or her potential.

The book follows a boy with a seemingly impossible dream who almost
lets excuses ('I'm not smart enough' and 'It's too hard,' and so on) get in
his way. He discovers, as will your child, that by following a few simple
ideas and eliminating excuses, anything is possible!

SALES AND MARKETING
• Dr Wayne Dyer was known as the 'godfather of motivation' and this
book shows that his messages of positivity are still thriving.
• This book has beautiful, colourful illustrations by Stacy Heller Budnick
that are guaranteed to keep children engaged and interested.
• Dr Wayne Dyer is a New York Times bestselling author and there are 3
million followers on his Facebook page.

AUTHOR BIOG
Dr Wayne W. Dyer was an internationally renowned author and speaker
in the field of self-development. He wrote more than 40 books (21 of
which became New York Times bestsellers), and his work around the
world inspired thousands of people to change their lives for the better. In
2015 he left his body, returning to Infinite Source to embark on his next
adventure. www.drwaynedyer.com
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TIGER-TIGER, IS IT TRUE?
Four Questions to Make You Smile Again

BYRON KATIE AND HANS WILHELM

Byron Katie's wisdom-filled words combine withByron Katie's wisdom-filled words combine with
Hans Wilhelm's vivid, magical illustrations toHans Wilhelm's vivid, magical illustrations to
create a book destined to inspire.create a book destined to inspire.

DESCRIPTION
Tiger-Tiger, Is It True? is a story about a little tiger who thinks that his
whole world is falling apart and life is unfair. But a wise turtle asks him
four questions and everything changes. He realizes that all his problems
are not caused by things, but by his thoughts about things; and that
when he questions his thoughts, life becomes wonderful again.

This is a heart-warming story with a powerful message that can transform
the lives of children. Byron Katie's wisdom-filled words and Hans
Wilhelm's vivid, magical illustrations combine to make a book that will
become a classic piece of children's literature.

SALES AND MARKETING
• Byron Katie is a popular author, with over 539k followers on Facebook,
218k followers on Instagram and 160.7k followers on Twitter.
• Hans Wilhelm has 143k followers on YouTube. He shares visual
lessons and teachings about spirituality, as well as illustrated educational
content for children.
• Hans Wilhelm has written and illustrated over 220 books for children
and adults. The total sales of his books have exceeded 40 million copies
worldwide.
• Byron Katie is well connected with MBS authors. Eckhart Tolle said of
her: 'Byron Katie's Work is a great blessing for our planet. It acts like a
razor-sharp sword that cuts through illusion and enables you to know for
yourself the timeless essence of your being.'

AUTHOR BIOG
Byron Katie 's simple yet powerful method of inquiry into the cause of all
suffering is called The Work. Since 1986, she has introduced The Work
to millions of people throughout the world. Her bestselling books have
been translated into 29 languages. www.thework.com

Hans Wilhelm 's 200 books have been translated into 20 languages and
have become successful animated television series that are enjoyed by
children all over the world. His books have won numerous international
awards and prizes. www.hanswilhelm.com
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MoonologyTM Certification –  
Yasmin Boland
This illuminating course provides an in-depth 
guide to manifestation and transformation 
using the powerful energies of the Moon! 

Across 10 information-packed lessons, Moonology creator Yasmin Boland explores how to 
work with the phases, cycles and rhythms of the Moon using expert astrological wisdom, 
meditations, ceremonies and practices. She also explains how to teach these magical 
methods as a certified MoonologerTM, so that those with this amazing knowledge can share 
the light of the Moon with others.

Online Courses

Hay House’s wonderful programme of online courses and lectures are a 
fantastic way for readers to immerse themselves in the knowledge and ideas 
of our incredible authors. They can be watched at the viewer’s own pace and in 
the comfort of their home. Recent courses include:

Certified Angel Guide – Kyle Gray
This certified course shares the tools, 
meditations and exercises needed to 
build a strong and loving connection with 
the angels, and lead an empowering and 

purpose-filled life. Angel expert Kyle Gray invites viewers to open themselves up to 
divine angelic energy and share their wonderful light as a Certified Angel Guide. Nine 
comprehensive video lessons provide step-by-step training on how to channel healing, 
protection and guidance from angels and deliver practical, informative Angel Guide 
sessions for others.
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Certified Clutter Coach – Denise Linn

This informative course outlines how to tap 
into the magical powers of clutter clearing 
and explores how it can be a catalyst for 
healing, empowerment and freedom is 

every aspect of life. Denise Linn explains how clearing clutter can help people to let go of 
inner blockages with profound visualizations and exercises, an extensive downloadable 
workbook, plus a Life Assessment Questionnaire. For those who want to become Certified 
Clutter Coaches, Denise also teaches how to clutter clear for clients. 

Discover Your Cosmic Blueprint – 
Rebecca Campbell

In this exciting six-lesson course with 
expert intuitive Rebecca Campbell, 
viewers embark on a dynamic investigation 

to explore to their soul’s cosmic roots and past lifetimes. Through working with soul 
journeys, intuitive inquiry, empathic exercises and a sacred interactive workbook to 
record discoveries, viewers learn how to tune in to the callings of their soul and discover 
a powerful, practical map to living their purpose and working their light.

Online Courses

Visit www.hayhouse.co.uk/online-courses for more information.
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Certified Angel Tarot Reader – 
Radleigh Valentine

This exciting certification course with 
renowned teacher Radleigh Valentine is for 
anyone who wants to access the language 

of the Divine and bring forth accurate and detailed information through angel tarot cards. 
In six straightforward lessons, Radleigh shares comprehensive teaching around using 
with angel tarot cards, and explains everything from how to prepare a deck for reading, 
to how to create unique spreads, to how to build a successful professional angel tarot 
reading business. 

The Fundamentals of Energy Healing

One of the most in-depth and compre-
hensive energy healing programmes in the 
world, this 11-lesson course shares the core 
principles, information, techniques and 

exercises of eight powerful energy healing modalities. Nine internationally renowned 
experts, including Anodea Judith, Donna Eden, David Feinstein and Dawson Church, 
explain how this ancient wisdom can nurture and inspire vitality, healing and balance 
naturally through working with the body’s matrix of subtle energies.

Online Courses

Visit www.hayhouse.co.uk/online-courses for more information.
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The Akashic Records Made Easy – 
Sandra Anne Taylor

Across seven insightful lessons, this 
course will explore the unlimited power 
of the Akashic Records and explain how 

they can be worked with to build up a picture of past lives, present energies and future 
potentials. Akashic Records expert Sandra Anne Taylor shares key processes, exercises 
and mini-meditations (plus a downloadable Akashic Records Journal) to equip users with 
everything they to be able to read and rewrite their Akashic Records.

Manifest Your Soul’s Purpose – 
Wayne W. Dyer

Across seven inspiring lessons, Wayne W. 
Dyer and special guests Anita Moorjani, 
Immaculée Ilibagiza and Scarlett Lewis 

will guide viewers to connect with the infinite intelligence of their impersonal self. This 
is their true Divine essence, and once connected, viewers will find the answers they 
seek as their life purpose unfolds naturally and easily. This experiential course is about 
escaping from the ego and coming from a place of love, so we can come know the 
infinite impersonal self within.

Online Courses

Visit www.hayhouse.co.uk/online-courses for more information.
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Unshackled: How Elephants Guided My Life-changing 

Odyssey 

Author: Sangita Iyer 

Page extent: 300 pp 

Size: 216 x 140 mm 

 

Blurb: 

‘Unshackled is a rare, adventurous memoir that takes readers 

through an emotional roller-coaster ride full of nail-biting 

moments and nuggets of wisdom. It depicts my childhood 

experiences in India, my move to North America, and the 

trigger that sent me off on this adventure . . . an adventure that 

turned into a mammoth project whose unfolding I never could 

have comprehended beforehand.  

The book also explores the many setbacks and dark nights that 

made me want to give up and how every time, I somehow 

mustered my strength to go through the seemingly 

insurmountable challenges as I began to transform into the 

human being I was meant to be. 

Grounded in ecopsychology, ecofeminism, systems biology, and ancient wisdom, Unshackled 

offers unique perspectives on how to end feelings of isolation and find solace in the natural 

world. It also cultivates awe and appreciation of earth's creatures and provides profound 

insights on nurturing mutually beneficial (symbiotic) relationships. The book also provides 

unique pathways to tap into nature's deep wisdom and help people realize that they are good 

enough, have enough, and can live fearlessly, knowing that abundance flows effortlessly when 

allowed. 

 

Author Bio: 

Sangita Iyer is a National Geographic Explorer, multiple award-winning broadcast journalist, 

and a passionate nature and wildlife documentary filmmaker. A former news anchorwoman 

for a prominent news network, she has also produced several award-winning documentaries 

about the wildlife and environment. Her recent production, the globally acclaimed 

documentary, Gods in Shackles, was nominated at the United Nations and has garnered 13 

international awards. Among numerous academic awards and accolades, Iyer has received the 

highest award from India's President, the Nari Shakti Puraskar (Women Power Award) for the 

courage she displayed to produce Gods in Shackles. 

 

Among some of the prominent news media, Iyer has been featured in the BBC News, National 

Geographic, The Guardian, Times of India, Indian Express, Deccan Herald, Better India, and 

prominent television networks, including Canada's best TV outlet, CTV News, and India's 

NDTV. Iyer is also the founder of Voice for Asian Elephants Society, a public speaker, and 

social media influencer and passionately advocates for non-human rights and justice. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Best Day Is Today! 

Anupam Kher 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 

D E S C R I P T I O N 

 

‘Your best day is today. Not tomorrow, nor day after.’ 
 
The Covid-19 pandemic is considered as the most crucial global health 
calamity of the twenty-first century. It caught humankind like a deer in 
the headlights. All across the globe, people were unprepared to face this 
disease head-on. Apart from enduring the impact of the socio-economic 
and political crisis, we had to deal with the consequences of staying 
inside our homes without knowing what the future held for us. The 
severity of this disease forced us all to become homebodies. 
 
This phase has reminded us that we must strive to find pleasure in life’s 
simplicity. It has also taught us the significance of the smallest of things 
we always took for granted. As humans, we have a tendency of leaving 
things for tomorrow, and this crisis has made us realise that the best day 
to do anything is today . . . 
 
Your Best Day Is Today! is a compendium of experiences, lessons, and 
positive takeaways that will help you deal with the dark times in your 
life. It is a guide to getting in touch with your inner self and finding 
solutions to the problems that arise with adapting to changes in life. It 
is also a reminder of how you are not alone and there is always a way to 
make the best of any situation life throws at you. This book will inspire 
you and fill your heart with immense love, faith, and joy. 
 
A U T H O R   B I O 

A gold-medallist from the National School of Drama, New Delhi, actor-
producer-writer-motivational speaker, Anupam Kher, is one of the most 
prolific actors who has over 530 films (in several languages, both in India 
and the West), 100 plays and numerous TV shows to his credit. He is a 
winner of two National Film Awards, eight Filmfare Awards and a BAFTA 
nomination besides been conferred with the Padma Shri and Padma 
Bhushan by the Government of India for his contribution to cinema. 
Having started his glorious career with films such as Saaransh and Daddy 
in India, he has featured in mainstream Hollywood films such as Silver 
Linings Playbook, Hotel Mumbai, The Big Sick and A Family Man. He has 
worked with directors such as Ang Lee, David O. Russell, Woody Allen, 
Gurinder Chadha and Lana and Lilly Wachowski. 
 He is also the author of the bestselling book The Best Thing about You Is 
YOU! which has been translated in six languages and is in its 22nd reprint. 
Presently, Kher shuttles between Mumbai and New York where he is one 
of the lead actors on the recently premiered hit TV show New Amsterdam 
on NBC Entertainment. 

PRICE: INR 499 
ISBN: 9789388302548 
EXTENT: 272 PAGES 
FORMAT: HARDBACK 
SIZE: 7 X 5 INCH 
PREORDER DATE: 5 NOVEMBER 2020 
RELEASE DATE: 5 DECEMBER 2020 
SUBJECT: SELF-HELP/INSPIRATIONAL 
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Title: Spiritual Power: The Witness – A Spiritual Book of Higher Learning 

Author: Gian Kumar 

Word Count: 68,218 

BLURB 

This volume of spiritual power takes you beyond spirituality distancing the self from 

its doing towards a higher knowledge where you are neither the observer, knower, 

doer, enjoyer nor the experiencer. You are neither the physical nor that mental being, 

for they are but temporarily yours appearing and disappearing in that ocean of 

awareness. You are that formless eternal presence of universal aware energy 

performing the Lila of life as the witness, which radiates through its field of 

consciousness. In fact, you are merely an I-less state of that being-ness, the subject of 

observation, observing through your mind on the objects being observed. “Para-Vidya 

- The Transcendental knowledge of the Self - the Ultimate Truth”. 

The subject of Spiritualism is indifferent to the world of emotions, goes beyond 

passion and compassion into dispassion; sensitive to all as one. This sublime subject 

takes you away from those scriptures prescribed by Krishna, Jesus, or Buddha into a 

state of non-being beyond space and time entrapped in an individualized soul, the role 

it plays during the making of what you are. ‘You’, as the spirit, do not transmute but 

only watch in silence, beyond all efforts and methods; effortlessly witnessing all that 

is around. A personal expression of the transpersonal. This volume I am sure shall 

enthral and enchant every serious spiritual seeker – those who wish to know the 

beyond of all beyond. 

AUTHOR BIO 

Author of six books, Gian Kumar was born into a traditional Hindu family in Burma 

(now Myanmar) and later moved to India. The inherent confusion and chaos 

underlying religion (which he found dogmatic) gradually propelled him towards 

spirituality, which proved to be a revelation and provided him inner peace and 

tranquillity. He shuttles between his family home in Delhi and his spiritual home in 

Rishikesh, Uttarakhand. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Probing the Mystery: 

J. Krishnamurti’s Process 

J. Krishnamurti 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
D E S C R I P T I O N 

One of the greatest thinkers of the age. 

~ H. H. The Dalai Lama 

Throughout his life from 1922 to 1986 Krishnamurti experienced 
mysterious states of extreme pain, transcendental bliss, and contact with 
forces unrecognizable to most people. J. Krishnamurti’s Process is a 
compendium of the full and unedited eyewitness accounts, including his 
own, of those mysterious and other-worldly states of being. Included are 
Krishnamurti’s own perceptions on how the conditioned mind turns 
experience into belief, and concretizes what is subtle, beautiful, and pure. 
While the mystery of the Process remains today, some appreciation of it 
provides a further understanding of Krishnamurti’s teachings. 
“R. E. Mark Lee has done a great service in gathering all the available 
material referring to the Process which radically transformed 
Krishnamurti’s whole being. Whatever one can gather from the 
descriptions, the Process, which started in 1922 and continued throughout 
Krishnamurti’s life, seems to have been unique in human history, as if some 
subtle forces were conducting surgical operations on various parts of 
Krishnamurti’s body, especially the brain, causing much pain but bringing 
great insights. On one occasion Krishnamurti himself had taken me to the 
tree under which the Process had taken place. When I asked him about the 
exact nature of the Process, he looked at me sadly and said, “This is what 
everyone wants to know. Then they will start imitating it and faking it. No, 
it cannot be said.” So the mystery remains about the precise nature of the 
Process and the forces behind it. One result of the Process was an 
increasing emphasis by Krishnamurti on self-inquiry and self-dependence, 
not asking anything from outside and dwelling in the Truth discovered in 
the purity of inner being.” 
~ Ravi Ravindra, Professor for Philosophy and Physics, author 

 
A U T H O R   B I O 
R.  E.  Mark Lee grew up in Santa Barbara, California, USA, and received a 
Master’s degree in education from the University of California in 1977. Most of 
his professional career was spent in schools in India and America. He was the 
founding director of the Oak Grove School in Ojai, California, served as executive 
director of the Krishnamurti Foundation of America for 20 years, and was 
director of Krishnamurti Publications for five years. He was the chief editor of 
the 17 volumes of The Collected Works of J. Krishnamurti, The Book on Life, and 
The Little Book on Living. Lee is the owner-publisher of Edwin House Publishing, 
founded in 1995, which specializes in memoirs of Krishnamurti’s associates. He 
is the author of Knocking at the Open Door: My Years with J. Krishnamurti 
(2015), World Teacher: The Life and Teachings of J. Krishnamurti (2020), and J. 
Krishnamurti’s Process: Probing the Mystery (2020). His interests include 
architecture, gardening, travel, and reading. For the past 40 years he has lived 
with his wife and daughters in Ojai. 
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Title: Blueprint of the Authentic You: A Road Map to Self-Esteem, Well-Being, and 

Happiness 

Author: Jasrin Singh 

Word Count: 48,016 

Blurb 

Who am I? What is my purpose of being here? Why am I unhappy despite having 

everything I wanted? Unable to find answers to these questions in the world she knew, 

Jasrin Singh, found herself on a profound and transformational quest to unravel the 

mystery. 

Despite living in a world that has increasing global interconnectedness and 

technology-enabled outreach, the level of isolation, despair, and despondency are 

mounting. With weakening familial bonds and the lack of sustaining relationships, 

many of us are increasingly forced to cope with life-altering situations by ourselves. 

How does one negotiate this world of fast-paced change? How does one identify and 

access one’s authentic self and live in alignment with it? How does one find purpose 

and meaning amongst all the mayhem? 

Strewn with powerful examples of her own journey and several stories of her 

clients, the author not only answers all the questions but also lays out a pragmatic 

framework to discover an individual’s unique authentic self, the key to unlocking 

one’s innate potential, and living a life that is truly fulfilling. 

 

Author Bio 

JASRIN SINGH is an executive and life coach (PCC, ICF) whose intuitive gifts 

support her in the in-depth understanding of the enablers and disablers of human 

potential. Her transformative coaching work is guided by pragmatic knowledge and 

spiritual wisdom accumulated over the years. She seeks to enable the world, one 

person at a time. A passionate writer, this is her first foray into non-fiction. She lives 

in Singapore with her three children. 



Title: Inner Light: First Steps to Introducing Spirituality in Everyday Life 

 
Author: Sumaa Tekur 

Word Count: 60,000 

Blurb 

The growing uncertainty of the economic climate and the ever-increasing anxieties 

about our health and wellness have made it more urgent than ever before to seek a life 

of stillness, balance and perspective. The Covid-19 global pandemic has brought this 

need front and center with spiritual aspirants scrambling to find their feet in a world 

that demands calm for survival. 

As we adjusted to a new reality of social and emotional distancing, our inner world 

was cracked open to reveal the state of our spiritual health, showing us what’s 

working and what isn’t. We are now left questioning the fragility of our egos that 

crumbles in the face of a threat to our assumed identities of work and relationships.  

A consistent and steady spirituality practice has never before emerged as so important 

and urgent. This book is a friendly guide to introduce aspirants and skeptics alike 

to taking the first steps into integrating spirituality into everyday life. 

Author Bio 
 

Sumaa Tekur is a Bengaluru-based editor and writer. Sumaa has worked as a reporter 

and editor in leading publications, including The Times of India, Deccan Herald, 

Femina and DNA. During her stint as Senior Editor in DNA. She wrote the columns 

Positive Thinking and Soul Curry and was responsible for the Sunday edition. As the 

Commonwealth Press Union Fellow, the author worked in British national dailies and 

earned a master’s degree in International Journalism from City University. A gold 

medalist in Mass Communication from Mysore University, Sumaa loves photography, 

painting and pottery. She has been on the spiritual path for two decades, working as 

a Reiki healer and also shaman.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Teachings of Bhagavad Gita: 

Timeless Wisdom for the Modern Age 

Richa Tilokani 
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D E S C R I P T I O N 

 

Why does one face sorrow and problems in life? What can allay the 
anxiety and stress inherent in the materialistic modern society? How 
can one get in touch with higher consciousness and strike a balance 
between the spiritual and worldly goals?  
 
If you are looking for answers to questions like these and searching for 
ways to empower your life, begin the quest with this volume, 
which presents the essence of one of the world’s most sacred texts in a 
simple and easy-to-understand manner. 
 
The Bhagavad Gita, a treasure trove of divine wisdom, was shared by 
Lord Krishna with Arjuna, the Pandava prince, at the battlefield of 
Kurukshetra, right before the Mahabharata or the ‘Great War’ began. It 
comprises 700 Sanskrit shlokas translated into English, which inspire 
one to seek and understand the profound truths of life through the 
ancient principles of Karma Yoga (the art of work), Gyan Yoga (the art of 
knowledge) and Bhakti Yoga (the art of devotion). These eternal 
principles help to live life to the fullest, so that one can work better, 
think better and live better by tapping into higher consciousness, 
accessing the spiritual dimension and nurturing the pure self. 
 

The Teachings of Bhagavad Gita is a perfect source to discover the art 
of self-empowerment by exploring the various facets of this most sacred 
text and imbibing its all-encompassing wisdom to attain unending joy, 
peace and success. 
 
A U T H O R   B I O 

 

Richa  Tilokani is a marketing, communication and advertising 
professional who had been contributing for myriad magazines, writing on 
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Blurb: 

 

For many, Sufism remains an exotic and little-understood subject. S for Sufi has been 

specifically written to lift the veil off Sufism by providing an introductory yet comprehensive 

overture. Replete with stories, anecdotes, and sayings of various prominent Sufi masters, the 

book uncovers gems of wisdom hidden in its literature, philosophies, doctrines, and practices. 

 

This book is ideal for all those who are seeking to understand the universal truths about life 

and higher consciousness. It also offers profound learnings on how to unlock one’s spiritual 

potential and break from the narrow confines of the material world. 

 

By drawing upon the works of some of the most prominent Sufi masters including Rumi, 

Ghazali, and Hallaj, the author offers compelling and fresh insights into key themes of Sufism. 

He breaks down all the proponents of this mystical tradition in a way that is at once inspiring, 

stimulating, and digestible. On the whole, S for Sufi is an accessible and authoritative 

compendium that invites you into the Sufi way of life. 
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